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Editors Press :—“Who wouldn’t be a sol-

dier?’’ is a question often asked in camp by
those disposed to be humorous; yet many who
utter the query, if they were to speak the real
sentimeut which animate them, would rcrerse i
its tenor. While cam)>-life presents very many
pleasing phases, it is not destitute of those of

j

1

opposite

camp in

character.

It is

pleasing

to

en-

beautiful grove, “beside a babbling
the “trees o’erhead enlivened by the

a

brook,”
j
twittering of feathered songsters” and the
gambols of squirrels; to possess tents cnpable j
of screening one from the fierce storm, and to
know that the commissariat possesses a goodly quantity of wholesome food. But, if this is
pleasant, is it not equally un-pleasant to encamp on a sterile plain, distant from palatable
water, feed

salt horse and hard tack, and
have no tents for shelter? Aud then, to be
on

pleasing dreams of loved ones at
home, by
beating of the long roll, to sling
a heavy knapsack, don a cartridge box containing 60 rounds, shoulder a musket, ami
march off in a pelting rain storm, you know
not whither, because a careless picket has discharged his gun at a suspicious-appearing
horse;—this, we fancy, is not so pleasing as a
quiet residence at home, beneatli the old paternal roof. Soldiering has its pleasures as
well as inconveniences; and those who cannot
routed from

the

make up their minds to bear the one uncomplainingly, need not expect to enjoy the other.

j

:

|
:

j

1

I
!

!

|
I

and sergeants in command over you, it is better to treat them with the respect due their
to

rebel; for the latter course
yoke more galling, while

the

former will raise you in the estimation of officers who can respect manliness.
True, it is
hard to respect snobbishness, but it may be
There

•

many who wear “shovbetter fitted, both mentally

policy.
els”! ?) who are
and physically, to wield them; aud while they
might honor them in the latter case, in the
former they disgrace the rank indicated. Ma- 1
ny corporals aud sergeants, feeling the dignity |
conferred upon them by a little blue ta/>e, are
more pompous and officious than a Major Ueneral should he; but that is their failing, and
what they lack in brains and gentlemanly bearing, they seek to hide w ith ill-assumed dignity.
A person of position, who is really cnpable of
honoring it, is generally modest; it is more
are

If you have gentlemanly officers to command you, and are disposed yourself to cheerfully put up with necessary inconveniences,
you will not lack sources of enjoyment. But
if you are disposed to whine when everything
is not to your liking, you will be miserable
most of the time.
Therefore, a soldier should
make the best of

everything,

and

enjoy

hardships
nerve

will, oftimes, be
encounter, which will require

to

dinner

as

J
i

to surmount.

One need not expect as
camp as at home; “no one

j

palatable food in
can cook so good a

my mother, or wife,” is a common reremark religiously believed by peo-

mark,—a
I
ple generally, and soldiers especially. You
must not anticipate a downy bed upon which
to recline; if, after a long and wearisome
march, you can secure a grass-plot upon which
to spread your blanket, you may consider
yourself fortunate. And if you have a tent to
sleep in, you may tha k your stars if your fellow-lodgers are not lousy, or if they are not
redoleut with the aroma of filth, which has
been weeks accumulating. And, in this con1
nection, we would advise all soldiers to keep a
clean

towel,

with them,

p!eee of soap, and a
even if they have
to

fine comb

a

leave

other articles behind. You will find

some

filthy

people in all regiments; but you must “make the
best of it,” and see that you set them a good

example. Common courtesies of life should
not be ignored in camp, but it is well to limit
them; for there are plenty of slovenly beggar;
who neglect to provide themselves any articles of comfort, but choose to beg, or. what i;
much the same thing, borrow, without tin
least idea of ever repaying, any article whirl
strikes their fancy. It is not very pleasant, 1
know from experience, to refuse those who art
destitute; but it is still more unpleasant to giv<
away articles which you need, and have car
ried strapped to your back many a weary mile
for your own use,
knowing that the beggai
had the same opportunity as
yourself to secun
a supply.
And if you commence giving, yoi
cannot limit your donation; you will be
spokei
of as a “good fellow” to your face, and treatei
as a “free horse,” only useful to do their truck
ng. But, to a person who is willing to carp

charge.
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For sale

Trrma Moderate by the Work •»
Day.
Bath, June 23. 1W2.
dtf

SALE.

CENTRAL HOUSE,
E. C,. Mayo,
Proprietor.

as

PA88ADUMKEAG.

usual.

at

MEDICINES,

the above store

by

j Physicians

and Families supplied with Medicines and
Cases renewed and vials refilled.
Jane 24. 1862.
eod6m

books.

n_.■_a

BLANK

Trunks!

Trunks !
VALISES, PORTMANTEAUS,

-AT-

DIBAVS

BAILEY

68 EXCHANGE STREET. PORTLAND.

Journals. Ledgers, Invoice. Sales. Memorandum,
Cash, Record, Dockets, Letters. Masonic
and Church Collectors Books.
We make to order

ery article at lowest rates.
Sell Cheat.

CHOICE FAMILY GROCERIES,

BOOTS,

N,

Work

,

and

PORTLAND, ME.

Shirts,

St. Johu, N. B.,

despatch.
Tlie subscriber solicits the

COAL

MRS. A.

MOFFOTT’S,
Market Square,

A

National Insurance Company,
Of Boston.
Csab CspitsI snd Surplus, MOO,000.

Republic Fire Insurance Company,
Cs«h Capital and Sorplua, M12.000.

Of New York.

dftwtf

BATH

of the

patronage

&

MofTbtt, who

OFFICE UNDER THE SAGADAHOCK HOUSE.
FRONT SI KELT
President and Directors of the Bath Mutual
Marine Insurance Company give notiee that their

public.

THE Stock
Capital

WOOD,

And that
mutual

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

CUMBERLAND

Bath, July 3.1862.

COAL

PELEO

DARKER,

I

Commercial St., head

Maine

of

••

Boss

Envelope.

is

to

'Marriage generally.

Tksaaaada sf Ssferert,"

seal, in

a plain envelop*, to any addreM,
ou receipt of six cents, or two postage
Dr.
Oil
J. C K UN E, 127 Bowery, New
stamps, by
York, Post Office, box. 46H6.

under
postpaid,

sent

Whf.

SAWYER X WHITNEY.

Block,

A

Impediments

and

June 23

istmdfcw

PORTLAND. ME.

Clipp’s

Vermont Bn (tor.
.“f TUBS Prime, for sale bv
J. F. WEEKS k CO.

OMiOOD,

Block, Coajress Street,

Artificial Teeth inserted
..ut.it..

JAMES P.

i FURNISHING

on

I.U-u

Gold, Silver and Vul-

rear

stantly

PITBINTON,

JOI1IV

No, 183 Fore 8ireet. Portland,

Keeps constantly
prime

on

FAMILY

hand

a

general assortment ot

GROCERIESj

UNDERTAKER,

of 411 ('onfTw* Street,
hand all the various kinds ot

keeps con-

on

COFFINS

FAMILY GROCERY STORE.

AND

Now

j

And will make to order

in

CASKETS,
Uwe,

anything of thin kind that

; may be ordered, at short notice, from the cheapest to
! thr very best By giving my strict and umm ided
| attention to the manufacturing, lining ami trimming
of the above, 1 can famish them cheaper than any| one
else.

Aug 6, 1S62.

A

JAMES I\ SLEEPER.

RARE

Wholesale and Retail. His old friends and customers are invited to give him a call.
[aug90 3ui

CORSE R

OF

ill.

BAKEK,

EXCJIAXGE J FEDERAL STS..
DEALER IN

Choice

FRUIT,

And Country

VEGETABLES,

Produce,

ZTT" Hi® friends and the public
call.

are invited to give
septlO—3m

WILLIAM
A.
PEAKCE,
P I. U M B Ii It,
-UAKKK or-

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,
No. 124

Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

Warm, Cold and Shotrer Raths, Wash Rou-ls, Brass
and Sitrer dated ('ocks.
of Water Fixtnre for DwellJ iug Houses, Hotels. Public Buildings, Ships, kc
iu
the
best manuer. ami all orarranged and set up
ders in town or country faithfully executed. All
kinds of Jobbing
attended to.
Constantly on nand. Lead Pipe® and Sheet Lead,
and Boer Pumps of all kinds.
july29dly

I^VKKY

—

STOCK

Description

promptly

1 propose to sell my

OF

—

MILLINERY

GOODS

Fixtures, for no other reason than that I can
not attend to it, having another branch of business which requites all my personal attention.
My
•
stock is good and not large, most of it

VND

Family <«I’oceries,

PROVISIONS,

j

CLEMS’

Howen’ Cough

Pier mill Mantle Mirrors.
Oval. Square or F.liptical frames, with
Rosewood, Black Walnut or Gilt finish made
to
of
order,
|
any si/e. style or design, of new and
elegant patterns'; also cheap Looking !■ lasses aud
re-sot
in
old fi sines, by
plates
MORRISON ft fO.. 26. Market Square.

WITH

Photographic Goods &

Chemical*.

stock in this department is complete, comprising every article used in the art
MORRISON ft CO..
26. Market Square.
june24dtfw3t

OUR

WANTED.
SMALL RENT, of five or six
the busiue»s part of the city.

this office

rooms, near

Enquire at

CURE

Pills,

the concurrent testimony of many sufferer*, th
fact has been established, that for the cure of
DIARRHlEA OK DY'SENTEKY

In persons of all ages, no medicine has ever come ta
the knowledge of the public, that so effectually doea
it work and at the same time lea\esthe bowels in an
active, healthy condition, as

CLEM'S SUMMER CURE
That for Children Catting Teeth, if troubled with
Diarrhcra or any irregu'aiities of the bowels, all other remedies are insignificant, as compared with
CLEM'S SUMMER CURE.
That for Children troubled w ith ('anker in mouth
or stomach, or mothers suffering from nursing sore
mouth, a safe aud speedy cure is effected by the use of

CLEM'S SUMMER CURE.
That for Cou hs. Hoarseness and Bronchial affection*. ther»* is no remedy extant that so uuiveraaily
hfiord* relief as

HOWES’ COUGH PILLS.

Worth IN ore than C’ost!
I have as good a run of custom as any establish! ment iu the citv, and the locality the very best.—
Terms easy and determined to sell. Addr ss Box
2170, Portland P. O.
sept23tf

SUMMER

By

CHANCE.

at

J.

Courage Invalid* !

SLEEPER,

No. Ill Eichan;r Street. Portland.
Residence

Stnd&woe

|

Debility,

JulSltf

OPP. OLD CITY HALL.-POKTLAND. MF..

a

sealed

Nervousness. Consumption. Kpilepsv and tits; Mental and Physical lucajiacitv, result nig from SelfAbuse. ftc.-By RoB’T.I. OULVERWELL. M. D.,
Author of the Green Book, Ac.,

Officey

•dentist,

him

a

SURGEON If MECHANICAL

f
Xo. 8

—

iu

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL. &c.,

FOR

#

4 LECTURE ON THE NATURE. TREATMENT
AND RADICAL Cl'KEsi Spermatorrhoea or
Seminal Weakness, Involuntary Emissions, Sexual

The public are requested to call, as we are determined to give good bargains to those who pay cash.

DRUGS. DYE STIFFS, GLASS W ARK.

Thomas

quality,

Hard and Soft Wood.

| Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

Stores,

HARDING, President.
HYDE. Secretary.

and

THESE

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

DB. C. B.

G. E. R. Patten,
E. K. Harding,
J. P. Morse,
>*ivid Fatten,
o. C. Jameson

FRICK SIX CENTS.

JOHN NY. PERKINS A CO.,

ju!29d«twly

the

dOin

published,

Just

Coals are strictly of the best
warranted to give satisfaction.

THOS. LYNCH.

Je23dtf

86 Commercial Street,

oe

MANHOOD-How Lost! How Restored!

FOR SMITHS’ USE.

Portland. Mr.
JOHN LYNC H.

make insurance

Win. Drummond,
Sam 1 1. Hobiuson,
Arthur Sew all,
Lewis Blackmer,
S. A. Houghton,
E K
E. C.

LOBBERY,

Pure and Free Hurtling.

Widgerv’s Wharf,)

to

agaiust marine risks, not exceeding
$10,000 in any One Risk.

John Patten,
Oliver Moses.
M. F. Gannett.
J. tl. McLellan,
Jas. F. Patten,

THE GENUINE

GRANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,

they are prepared

DIRECTORS:

MOUNTAIN LEIIIGII,
LEHIGH,
COLE R A IN E LF.HIG II,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHN'S,

HAZELTON

CO.,

amounts to

8200,000;

principle,

SPRING

aul2dtf

MUTUAL

Marine In mu ranee Company.

FOR CASH,
DELIVERED TO
£NY PART OF THE CITY.

AND

head of

1

CHEAP

'Wholesale Grocers,

(Opposite

RUBBERS.

ANSEL LOTH HOP, Agent.
Portland. Sept. 30.1862.
d2m

y 1 tomember tho place,

LYNCH

1

dtf

PARCELS. Packages, and all other
articles usually
sent
by Express
will b** forwarded between this city,
and ail parts of the Provinces, with

j1

IF

JOHN

Exchange Street.

SHOES^&

•OOPa

Shirts.

Orders respectfully solicited by Mrs.
will pay personal attention to the same.

PORTLAND, ME.,
Agent of the following First Class Inrarsnes Co's:

Turner's American Express.

you want a cheap and perfect fitting shirt, please
leave your measure for Mrs. A. MnFFOTT’s celebrated Oval Yoked Shirts, made from the best cloths,
and good custom work, at the very lowest prices.

Z2?

WARREN SPARROW,
74 Middle, cmr. of Exrk.ift ll„

aed

June 23.

|

GENTLEMEN,

Xo.

Cash

INSURANCE.

Relief Fire Insurance Company.
E. SHAW A- CO.,
Of New York.
Cash Cspital sod Surplus, M50 000.
No. 88 MIDDLE STREET.
Fire and Karine Ins. La.,
Equitable
As usual, keep constantly supplied with fVesh
Of Providence.
and fashionable BOOTS and SHOES, in evePerfect .Security, which ought always to be the
ry variety and style for gentlemen's and la“die* wear, and invite all their old customer* j first consideration in eilectiug insurance, is here offered to the public, at the loercst rates qf premium
and the public
generally to give them a call whenei
erthev desire to replenish their “understandines.”
adopted by sound and resptmsibls companies.
E. 8. A Co. are agents for the Leavitt and Wilcox
Office in “Boyd’s Building,’’ opposite Post Offlse.
A Gibbs SEWING-MACHINES.
aug5-6md

C«rner of Pearl and Federal Sts**
Je23tf

foe

)Ie.

Soap Stone,

Monumental
Grindstoues.

FIRE

Portland, June 23.1862.

'Work.

Chimney 1’ieoes.

INSURANCE.

NOTES,

66 and 68

PRODUCE,

Free Stone,

Harble,
Marble

We Bct

BAILEY A

PROVISIONS, FRUIT, VEGETABLES,

B. T II o n P S O
Is prepared to receive orders for

kind of Blank Book used

Letter, note. Cap and Record papers. Envelope*—
white and buff, Gold Pena, Steel Pens, Ac.. Ac. Ev-

DEALERS IN-

J.

|

STATIONERY.

JOHNSON A CHENEKY,

Ivl arble

everv

PORTLAND.

of
to
its former patrons, as well is
his old friends and the public
generally.
Having had an ex| erience of sixteen years,
he thinks he can now “keep a hotel."
This house is oue of the best in the
city, and Terr
plra<antly located on Congress, corne'r of Green
Street.
Portland. Aug. 23. 1862.
d3wftw3m

by Banks. Insurance and Railroad Companies. Hotels, Steamboats, Factories and Counting Houses.

A

294 ConsrMi Street, Portland,
sej*5—8 in

NOYES,

66 AND

LARGE and Fashionable Stock of the abore articles inav be found at this establishment, comprising every description for a traveling outfit.
d6m
J. B. DURAN.
July 30, 1802.

CITY HOTEL,

AMASA T. C. DODGE,
HAVING assumed the proprietorship
tins hou-c. promises to spare no
pains
accommodate

|

MANUFACTORY,

COUNTRY

&

BOOKS!

Sale by

:

No. 1G5 MIDDLE STREET.

AND

ACCOUNT

Manufactured and for

-AND-

Carpet-Bags,

MAINE.

subscriber would very respectfully annouice to hi* numerous
friends, ana the
public generally, that during the temporary
1--Icompulsory suspension of hit busmen he
has furnished this well-known house
anew, and is
now better than ever
prepared to wait upon hfacuatomors, and hopes by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the
patronage which be baa
hitherto received.
£ (, MAYO
Passadumkeag, June 23,1862.
d*4wtf

SEAVEY.

M.

aujrfclLf

—12.

NB.—J.

within thsee minutes walk of the
Depot, Steamboat
Landing, Post Office, Custom House, 4c., being directly in the busiuess centre of the City.

Picture-Framing,

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

SPECIMEN LIVES .VAY BE SEE\ AT

*—

Jlanufhcturer,

—

large cities.
The SAOADAHOfK is ore of the finest, most
spacious, and best appointed Hotels in the State, located

THE

Splint*,

FOR

CRUTCHES,

and

Done neatly

LI.VIBS,

Sheet Gutta Percha for

Merchants, j

MELODEON

|

COLESWOKT1IV,

Book-Binding

-ALSO,-

Spice Mills,

and Cabin

BATH, MAINE.
I THE City of Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of
Maine—delightfullv situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
* troin the sea, and affords one of the most
p
inviting retreats from the dust and turmoil of onr

Exchange Street.

Express
be in

PALME R’S

Corn, Flour and Grain,

Ship

SAGADAHOCK HOUSE,
Proprietor,

Next door above the British and American
Office, where he will accommodate all who may
want of goods in his line, at very low prices.

-AGENT FOR-

dtf

Alfred Carr,

TO No. 92 EXCHANGE STREET,

Apothecary,

Clottis,

—

Bath, June 28. 1862.

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
Tict.re Frames. Paper Hananis Fancy Ms, te., te.,

L. 11. TITCOHB,

HOTEL,
PLUMMER.

with house.

Has removed his stock of

j

irtnl

S. II.

A. W. PORTER.

M.

886, Washington St., Batyi.

Portland June 23. 18C2.

delivered in tuy part of the city, free
sep6—3m

lioods
of

CONSTANTLY'

hav^tt'en

63

d7ij;*

•.•Terms fl per day. Stable connected

HALL L DAVIS,

Poultry, Vegetables, Country Produce, &c.,

j

him-

self when he can; for there

Coffee and

By C.

Of every variety, quality and price,
embracing all
the various styles of gold papers manufactured, towith
a full stock of Satins, mediums and comgether
mon papers—the
largest stock to be found in this
market, at lowest market prices. School Books of
every kind in use at wholesale prices.

KINDSj

LEWIS RICE, I'roprietor.

BATII

PAPERS

ROOM

Nos. 2, 4 dc 0 Warren Market, Portland.
KENNEY,

0
Boston,
January, 1862.

private uses, and at lowest prices.

DEALERS IN-

|

often the subservient tool, the sneak.who takes
more dignity to himself than is his due.

greatest care from the best ForAmerican Houses, and embraces every article needed for public offices. Counting Houses and

W. 11. KENNEY A CO.,

merchants,

will

render the

bargains in quality and prices,
be found in any other establishment in the
Our stock of

can

eign and

—

Military

j

customers better

STATIONERY

AND GENERAL COMMISSION MERCHANTS
•ep5—3m

W. H.

Boston, Mass.,
S tholarg.,1 and bi-st
arranged Hotel in
the New England States; is
centrally located, and easy of access from all the routes of
travel.
It contains the modern
improvei-pienfa. and every convenience for the comIon ai.d accommodation of the
travelling nubile.
The sleeping rooms are
large and well ventilated:
the suits of rooms are well
arranged, and ompletely
fbnndied for families and
large
parties,
and the house will continue to be travelling
kept as a flrit class
Hotel 10 every respect.

Is selected with the

IMPORTERS,

REEVES,

—

AMERICAN HOUSE,

Widgery’s Wharf, Portland, Me.,

E,

L!10**

.*

Established ia 1825.

State.

CHASE BROTHERS A CO.,

MEATS OF ALL

IT,?,!

ure

WAREHOUSE !

than

nr Order* br mail or express promptly executed.
aug8eod3mlamw

to call and see It
hotel." Clean,
attenfM>r\ ants ami moderate
charges are the induce'°
wh«« busineaa or pleasno
call them to the f orest
City."
a

well-provided table,

JONATHAN BUSS, Proprietor.
Portland, Aug. 19. 1SB2.
dtf

our

STREET,

travelling

*

Premium Blank Books on hand and made to order,
of every variety of style and finish. From our
long
experience, we are enabled to offer to the trade and

AND

HOUSE.”

comumnity
be knows "how
to keep

PAPERHANGING

One Door Ea«t of Canal Hank.

Watch-Maker,

D.

Adversity only lends additional sweetness to j
prosperity.
j
If you are a private, and so unfortunate as
J
to have meddling and officious lieutenants

rank, than

MIDDLE

tne

tno

EN GRAVE Rj
NO. 84J

“ELM

THE undersigned respectfully Informs the
public flint be h»s leased the above House,
°u federal
Street, Portland, and invite,

—AND—

J. F. RICHARDSON,

DESIGNER

HOTELS.

:

BLANK BOOK AND STATIONERY,

TRASK dt LEWIS,
27 Market Square, h'd Preble St.
July 14th. 1862.
dtf

merchants,

C\

Photograph,

or

STATIONERY.

I

DO

|

Headquarters

you

Ambrotype

PARTICULAR

Tress.]

| BOOKS &

not fail to call at No. 27 Market SqurfTe, where
they take PERFECT LIKENESSES, and warrant satisfaction, at price* vhich defy competition.
N. B.—Large Ambrotypes only Fifteen Cent*.

Boys, Boys, Boys.

Camp Life—A Soldier's Advice.

only

Best

j

[Correspondence of

N0 lo0

-WANT THE-

UPHOLSTERER

FURNITUR

COMMUNICATIONS.

the

i r1

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

I

those of a business character to the Publishers.

with

Drug Store

Sugar Refinery,

for in ad-

1862.

BUSINESS CARDS.

Drags,

T erms:

of

BUSINESS CARDS.

HAVE

The Portland Daily Press is published every
morning, (Sundays excepted), at *5,00per year in ad-

Rates

MORNING, OCTOBER 24,

articles himself, and to reciprocate such faA Catholic priest, one day during the sumi mer of ’47, told the slaves in a
that
sermon,
vors, it is a pleasure, as also good policy, to
were all to be free in twelve years, and
give or lend; for there is no knowing how soon they
that they must begin to prepare for liberty,
I
you may need help yourself. If a soldier looks
etc.
out for No. 1, at the same time
Like wildfire the news ran over the island,
CROSMAN A POOR,
treating his
till all had heard the story. Oh! it was touchfellows as they merit, he need not earn the aptaken store, N«. 75 Middle Street,
ing to hear the men and women report the
(Fox Block,) and respectfully invite public atpellation of hog, or wrong himself; lie will be
teutiou to their large and well selected stock of
tale in 1859, eleven years after.
ready to accommodate those who will reciproThe poor souls,” (said the wife of a planter
Chemicals, Fancy Goods, &c.,
who told me the story,)—“ the poor souls did
cate, when occasion serves; if he lend to othAnd solicit a share of public patronage, trusting
not
know
that
how
to
count
so
were
the purest chemicals and best stock
furnishing
by
time, they
igers, he is foolish. I have myself expended dolnorant and degraded.
drugs the market affords, and a careftil attention
They rushed home of
lars for others, and received in return not a
in the
when they heard this good news, and into our
dispensary department, to merit the confidence
of the public.
cent; now 1 have learned a lesson,—to dispresence, exclaiming, Oh! massa, oh! missus,
CHAR. K. CROSMAN.
THOB. H. POOR.
Je24tf
am we free in twelve
criminate between the deserving man and the
years?’ and when we
J. L. W INSLOW, Ageut,
lazy beggar, who will neither provide for liirn- told them, Yes, it was so,’ they asked with
eager joy, ‘Oh! missus, how long am twelve
MANUFACTURER OF
self, nor accommodate another.
?’
and
I
told
when
them twelve
years, honey
New recruits, and “high privates” generalChristmas days—for they only knew how to
ly, may profit by my advice, if they will; or, if measure years by their three days’ festival, at
Christmas time—they dropped down their
they choose, learn by experience. The camp hands and wailed
AND EVER! DESCRIPTION OF MACHINERY.
out in despair, ‘Oh! massa,
is a good school in which to study human naoh! missis, twelve Chritmas! Oh! we not lib
Steam Cocks, Valves. Pipes and Connections, Wholeture.
dat long, honey—we all’em die—all ’em work
Yours, etc.,
Typo.
sale or Retail.
dead gone ’fore dat!”
STEAM
AND
GAS FITTING,
The good owners encouraged them, and the
Done in the bet manner.
bad commenced selling them out of the island,
From the Independent.
or compelling more
intensely hard work, and Works 6 Union St., and 233 & 235 Pore St.,
The Danish West Indies.
things went on apparently ns usual until the
PORTLAND. ME.
jnHiltf
8d day of July, 1848, when it was found a plot
BY MRS. FRANCES D. GAGE.
had been concocted for the general uprising of
JOHN It. BROW N A SONS,
the slaves. That night—Sunday evening at
Those who have kept up with the tide of
9 o'clock—when the people were about retirevents
passing
during the last six months,will
in the usual security, the whole people
perhaps remember that some time in the spring ing
were startled into alarm by the kindling of
it was stated in the public journals that the
YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
beacon tires from nearly every prominent part
Government of Denmark had addressed the
of the islant}. The estate bells were rung,
_jo23dtf
Cabinet at Washington officially, making them
tile oiler of an asylum on their West India Isles | conch-shells were sounded, and horns blown;
WILLIAM F. PARKER,
lor certain contrabands escaping from the se- | signal answered signal, till from mountain-side
and
came
and
in,
valley they
gatherpouring
cession tyrants of tile South; that they would
in groups of thousands, and marANT»
require them to give three years’ apprentice- ing together
toward
the
towns
of
on the
i
Christiensjed
Manufacturer of
chitig
ship under their “Provisional Government,” east, and Fredericksted on
the west, armed
and alter that they should enjoy unconditionwith their machetes, knives for cutting cane,
al liberty. If the United States would consent
and forks for pitching cane and singing with
Lounge*, Bedstead*,
to this, then the Danish Government would
srniXG-nEbs, mattresses, pew-cushdelirious joy, \Ve are free—we are free.”
wild,
them
at
his
own
from
the
transport
expense
**
loss, tfc., tfc.
Emancipate, emancipate.” They terrified the
Southern coast to tlie Danish isle.
148 Exchange Street, Portland.
white inhabitants as did old John Brown with
Alter a few days, a paragraph followed in
his gallant twenty-one the conscience stricken
the same round, (in the public
Hair Mattresses renovated.
Furniture reprints,) assertof Virginia.
paired and varnished. Chairs re-caned in an iming that the Government at Washington had tyrants
manner.
that
the
slaves
do
as
Second-haud
Furniture
would
Believing
proved
they
bought,
accepted the proposal.
sold or exchanged.
jul90d6m
had been done by, and mete out to them as
But how many of the millions of readers of
thousands of dailies, weeklies, and monthlies I they had received, in good measure, the poor,
that bestrew this country like autumn leaves, j panic-stricken w hites tied to the ships in the
I
and almost loaded them to sinking.
ever paused for one moment to
inquire, "What harbor,
It would take too long to follow out the deattention given to CUTTING and
does that mean ?” How many ever knew where
i
tail
of
MAKING BOYS’ GARMENTS, by
the
story as told to me again and again
the Danish isles were, or how many in numthe
The
of
historian
that
by
eventful
people.
ber, or to what kind ol climate or country they
A. I>. REEVES,
Tailor,
time, Rev. John Knox, who tells the story all
were consenting to expatriate
native-born
on the side of the
planters, (it is said.) has not
American citizens P
98 EXCHANGE STREET.
told it as do the people. I will give his version
1 would like to provoke inquiry upon this
..r
I.I...:.:..
.■
vr_
Portland, Aug. G. 1862.
dly
suojeci, hum w in euucavor, oy a snort sketch
me
of tlie islands, their status twenty years
since,
Tell the tale as 'twas told to me,”
TWITCIIELL
A
(
HAnPLIK,
and their condition now. to do so.
by an old lady, who had lost all her slaves;
'I lte islands of the Caribbean Sea belonging
by a young lady, whose lather had been ruin- Commission
to Denmark, are St. John’s, St. Thomas, and
ed ; by a slave-woman almost white, who had
St. Croix. St. John’s is a very small island,
AND DEALER* INthere
lying a few miles distant from the others, amt ant o( gained her freedom; by the commandthe
at
tort
ami
Rev.
was once (and would be now, if cultivated)
Christiensted;
hy
FLOUE AND PEOVISIONS,
Mr. Dubois, the Episcopal minister of Frederfamous for producing the best coffee in the
ieksted.
In
tlie
mouths
of
witnesses
many
Western world. St. Thomas bus a remarka85 Commercial St., opp. Thomas Block,
all
shall lie established," ami these perble harbor. The island is not ten miles
long, sonstilings
in different parts of the island did not
PORTLAND, ME.
and less than eight in breadth. Hut on its
John Q. Twitchell. jul81dtim .Ja's P. Champlin.
disagree in one material point in their recital
Southern coast is a bay almost surrounded
of the insurrection.
with hill.', or mouutaiusgts they are there callL. J. CROSS,
Tlie slaves marched up and down, singing
ed, which has their feet in the clear waters,
their songs, hut doing no one any serious damami lilt their heads into the clouds iltloen hun141 Middle Street,
Portland, Me.
age. They threatened a cruel justice of tlie
dred feet above. The city of St. Thomas is
broke
his
he
which
wrote
peace,
buiided upon three spurs of these mountains
table, upon
tlie orders Tor their punishment, threw his inkwhich form an amphitheater around the har*X. B.—All work being promptly and personstand
out
of
the
window, and. as a last despethe
to
entrance
which from the ocean is
bor,
ally attended to, is warranted to give thorough «atisrate act, rushed to tlie whipping-post, and tore
not over sixty yards wide. Ships of all nations
factiou.
jc23tf
it up, ami cast it into tlie sea.
lie at anchor in tills beautiful bay, and an itnOn a few estates deserted by masters and
inense trade in merchandize is carried on from
mistresses, they broke into tlie wine-cellars,
the town—the ships bringing all needed faband, drinking freely, became conditioned like
ries for the long chain ol islands to this port.
The Tailor,
unto
and from thence they are taken in smaller
many young men we have known in reBAS JOST RETURXKD FROM
cent
and
demischievous—and
days—inirtlilul
boats or packets, from St. Thomas even to
spoiled the furniture, and then poured out all NEW YORK AND BOSTON,
Cttracoa.
the
old rum they could lay their hands
good
Forty miles due south from this port, four
With » Urge ,iid*retl selected Stock of
on; for, said they, “ruin puts tlie delei into old
hours’ sail with a pleasant breeze, and forty
man. so we spill him on tlie groun', and him
miles east of Porto Kico, lies the far-lamed isle
Cassimeres and Vestings!
Cloths,
don't get him any mo’.
of St. Croix, or, as we knew it long ago, Santa
In the meantime, a small vessel had been
Also a full assortment of
Cruz (who liar not heard of SantaCruz rum?)
This island is twenty-four miles long, and from
dispatched to Porto Rico for a body of Spaui-li
soldiers
with their cannon, who had arthree to nine iu breadth, far less in territory
rived, and only waited the order of Gov.
than the smallest county in New -York; and
And is prepared to make them up at short notice.
Scholton
to
fire upon the unarmed masses, and
yet it has a history of intense ami thrilling inCall and bee,
a
commence
fearful
work
of
slaughter.
lereat, reaching back to the days of the grand
But You Scholten, who was evidently movold discoverer of worlds, who, according to
AT No. 08 EXCHANGE STREET.
Washington Irving, fouud even its women ed hy a principle of justice and humanity, as
dtf
Portland, Sept. 24,1802.
well as political policy, restored peace ami
more than a match for his gallant cavaliers,
subordination by riding into the crowd of
Hut I do not propose to write its history, nor
thousands at tlie east eml of the island, and
to tell what a rich bone of contention this
DOLE & MOODY,
writing a proclamation of emancipation, im“gem of the sea,” as it is now christened, was
mediate
and
unconditional, to all tlie Danish
GENERAL
among the quarreling nations of Europe during the XVtli, XVith, and XVUth, centu- West India Islands. He then sent his herald
to
the
west
but
the
multitude
would
reend;
ries.
Commission
ceive this “good news of great joy” from no
Nor have 1 time to say aught of the weird
one but tlie Governor himself.
So he mountstories which tradition has handed down, of
AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN
ed Ids carriage, and drove post-haste to Frcdthe fearlul deeds of daring of old Blackbeard
ericksted. and again wrote his proclamation of
anil Bluebeard, the two terrors of the days of
FLOUE, COEN AND PE0DU0E,
the buccauneers of the XV’th century, whose
emancipation. And from that hour no slaves’
No. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,
great stone enstles are still pointed out as j foot lias trod the soil of tlie beautiful isles.
Was there not enacted the tiorrors of St. Docrowning the mountain peaks of St. Thomas.
PORTLAND, Me.
One fact of these islands is potent to all
mingo, (to use a slang phrase) here and there ?
Did
these emancipated slaves murder their
readers and thinkers, that almost iroin their I
ANDREW T. DOLE.
FRANKLIN C MOODY.
|
I
the
and
torture
the
chilwives,
discovery by people who called themselves masters, ravage
June 23.
eodtf
dren?
Not
one
white
was
and
slain,
person
civilized, Christianized, they have been given
one only wounded.
John
‘’tlie
man
Bordo.
over to African slavery.
Twenty years ago, for the
O 11 A NT’S
hour,” who had laid this plan of iusurso say the people now. the island of St. Croix
had a population of from gti.tltX) to 30,000 I reetion so shrewdly, surely, ami secretly, that
no suspicion was entertained of it till tlie
slaves, and (J/KJO free w hite jieople. The land
w as divided into 22tS estates, the
13 A 15 UNION STREET,
largest com- moment of its denomneiit, said to one of his
prising 250 acres, the smallest but6. Ail of aids who had been struck by an overseer ami
PORTLAND, ME.
these estates, except a very few on the sleeps | who had drawn his knife and cut the hand of
on hand, and for sale, at wholesale
the
of the mountains, were cultivated iu cane lor
tyrant slightly—“Put up your sword—we
market prices, in the crude state or manufactur! want liberty; we don’t want blood.
Let them
making sugar and rum.
ed, every description of
grajit that, and we ask no more.” This man
The immense preponderance, of the servile
i
COFFEE,
population rendered tlie utmost rigor iu the escaped from tlie island with tlie Governor.
81*J ES.
management of slaves necessary; and to this I Tile latter went to Cnpsnhagen and gave himCUE AH TARTAR.
self
to his king, was tried for treason, and
tlie
up
tlie
most
horrible
accounts
8ALERATC.S’,
j
day
people give
SWEET HERRS. *c., tfc..
of cruelties practiced upon the poor blacks.—
acquitted.
Bordo and two others (this I had from priPacked in every variety of packages to suit dealers.
By-and-by, when we shall copy the laws of
Z.1T° Coffee and Spices ground for the trade at
these isles, dear reader, you will judge for I vate friends) came to New York City, where
short notice1.
yourself whether these tales are likely to be I they lived and died in obscurity, and passed
All goods warranted as represented.
from
among men. unbonored ami untrue or false.
away
J. GRANT.
aug4—8meod&w
There are good hearts everywhere, and even I known. That which would have made a hero
in
or
made
an
in
outcast
Italy
ALBERT W EBB A t o.,
Hungary,
only
here, in this almost deu of demons, were found
men that feared God, and loved mercy.
I | tlie land of tlie tyrant and the home of the
DEALER* IN
slave. But what shall I say of the result?
cannot pause now to tell of the long suffering,
I
Eleven
there
was peace ami quiet
after,
years
and
endurance,
faith
of
the
patient
unfaltering
in all tlie land. There were no patrols at the
Moravian ministers, who, for thirty years,
HEAD OK MERRILL'S WUARK,
corners, no whipping-posts in the public
strove to win their way among the planters
and their people, and to teach them the l’rotussquares. Doors were hardly locked at night,
Commercial
Portland, Me,
Street,
ami
and
no
taut faith,
it is a touching sight to look uppistols
poniards
longer slept under
je23t f
on their graves, some
thirty in number, lying the pillow that supported the head of wife and
or
maiden
husband
at
night.
inga green shady glen of the mountain, near
YEATON A HALE,
Nine public school-houses, large, airy, and
the city of .St. Thomas, each with a low marwell kept, were doing their work. Churches
ble block at the head, and the name of the
ConimiMsion
sleeper chiseled thereon, while the great palms were tilled with willing and devout worshipwave their never-fading green above, and the
pers. •The rural population”—once the unSHIP BROKERS, CHANDLERS
sea breeze sings their requiem amid the
paid slaves— had a bank in which, even from
ASl) DEALERS IN
droup- their
small wages, they have deposited their
iug branches.
thousands, They had their moral reform sociAt last their labors ol love were crowned
eties. social societies, friendly societies, all of
with success.
The court of Denmark was
MOULToy'S BLOCK,
which were working as well as could Ire exmoved. Christiana, the wife of Christian, the
King of Denmark, grew to have serious doubts pected. Sixty steam-engines were sending up Corner Commercial St. and Long Wh’l,
their incense of labor to heaven, and doing the
as to the di\iuaorigiu of an institution that
work of human hands.
cut off men’s limbs, gave 99 lashes on the bare
Portland, Me.
“But,” cries Mr. Gripe, “does the island exback, pinched them with red hot irons, and
JOHN YKATON,
JOBEm DALE.
port as much sugar and rum as it did in 1840?”
hung, or put them to torturing deaths, for lovNo, but the people eat more at home, till more
ing liberty better than slavery. The Quakers
•#* Particular attention paid to procuring Freights,
acres in corn and yams, and import two dollars
of England, too, moved their Queen on the
and purchasing Cargoes aiul Charters for vessels.
to one.
d&w6m7
August 2, 1862,
subject, and so it fell out that Denmark, in
“Ah” exclaims Mr. Aristocrat, “do the plant1847, issued a decree that all the slaves born
tors
to
church
driven
in
sixnow,
after that date upon the island, belonging to
go
Sundays
AND
N AV Y
ARMY
horse coaches, mounted with silver and gold
her crown, should be Fit EE, and that all perand precious stones, with six attendant slaves
sons held as slaves at that time should have
TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT,
in livery,as they once did ?” Oji! no, my good
freedom in twelve years.
BY
friend; but the slave that toiled under the whip
President Lincoln’s proclamation, to take
on the Sabbath day that his master and mistress
A. D. REEVES
Tailor,
effect on the 1st of January, 18)13, will » ?
might thus ride, now, in a clean and comfortmore exasperate
the slaveholders of S'
a
98 EX 0 RANGE STR K E T.
to
able
his
with
wife
and
suit, goes
meeting
Carolina.or old Kentucky, than did this edict
of King Christian, of Denmark, the besotted ! little ones in his own “Emancipation cart” and
Portland, Aug. 6. 1862.
dly
as
a
God
free
man.
slaveholders of the Danish Isles.
| praises.■■■
swore
resistance. But what could six
They
41 Coats, Cants, Vests, Jackets,
thousand men, women, and children do against
pension, Bor.vrv iio\i;v,
Denmark. They finally agreed to keep quiet.
Ladies' Riding Habits, &c.,
Bark Fay, Ac.,
They would not even tell the slaves of their
Cut, made and trimmed by
obtained
in
present
service
the
war.
for
Soldiers
good time coming, lest they should grow disSailors, their Widows and Heirs, from the Uni*
A. D. REEVES,
contented, and desire to throw off their chains 1 ted and
Tailor,
on
in
rersen
?
States Government,
application
before their time
the strange, ungrateful 1 by letter to
98 EXCHANGE STREET,
wretches, who were taken care of all the year
BRADFORD & HARMON,
Portland, August 6, 1862.
dly
round, and no compensation asked of but to
No. 88 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
work eighteen hours a day. seven days in the
J. D. CHENEY.
Having devoted our attention exclusively to the Penweek, under the lash.
True, there might sion
business tor the hist twenty years, and having a
found those who had an easier time
reliable Ageuc> in Washington, we are enabled to
of iTthan free factory girls at the North, who
prosecute all claims against the Government with
flourished in silk and broadcloath, wore gold
promptness and despatch, and on very reasonable
terms, making no charge until the claim is obtained.
chains, and grew fat and lazy on one peek of
1 REKM A N BRADFOKl>,
Harmon in in
corn, .and two pounds of herring a week. But
Z. K. HARMON.
if the representation of the |>eople is to be bePortland. June20th.
dltwtf
136J MIDDLE STREET.
lieved, of the young men and old men, of minWanted.
isters and maidens, of the present day, their
D. C. ha* received more first premiums
4
YOUNG MAN. a College graduate, desires cmfor best iustrumeuts than any other maker iu
•
fate was so terrible that the average life of a
incut
as
a
or
the
State.
otherwise.
Can
TEACHER,
ploy
slave man or woman, after being put into the
give the b*‘st of references. Address linx 2109, Post
Repairing and Tuning promptly and person*
cane-fleld, was not over eight years.
office, Portland.
ocl7 d&w3w
ally attended to.
wly7
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That for a
Tains in the
remedy is

or Wheezing in the Chest
long standiug Hack, the best

Tightness

aide,

or a

HOWF.’S COUGH PILLS.
That as an expectorant and ameliorating agent in
eases of Phthisic. W hooping Cough, and Confirmed
Consumption, the public have already rendered their
united verdict in favor of

HOWES’ COUGH PILLS.
CLEM'S SUMMER CURE is

a

pleasant, agreeable

decoction of Roots aud Barks, and contains not a
particle of Ones or Druo of any sort. It always
docs
"

good,
By

and

never

does

harm.

their works ye shall meow

them."

O.C. Goodwin k Co.. Boston, General Agents
New England. H. II Hav. Portland, and B. F
Bradbury, Bangor, General Agents for Maine.

Sold by Druggists aud Merchants generally
HOWES fc COm Prwprletwra*
Belfast. Maims.
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President desires to compensate loyal men for
their slaves. If he has to pay for only one
million, or only one fourth part of the whole,
one can determine how many hundred mil-

THE DAILY PRESS.
PORTLAND,

—————————

MAINE.

----—-

from the Machias Union—a

The above is

The Portland Daily Press has the largest
regular circulation of any daily paper in
the city.

violent

secession-sympathizing paper, which
has become notorious for its opposition to the
war.

and its clamors for

cession.

and con-

compromise

In

full confession to the eIBciency ol the Proclamation for emancipating the
slaves, for it secs as the fruits of that procla-

now

mation the labor of ail the slaves taken from

to

Meet the Issue.

discussing the great political questions
pressing for solution, and particularly in
discussing the merits of the President’s proclamation, it is to be regretted that, for reasons

gument is

character, aud which appatriotism of the people,
and their willingness to make sacrifices lor
their country's good, but rather take hold of
the crudest prejudices of the common mind,
community

iu

hour of common

an

influence

els who have declared themselves “aliens and

foreigners,” and have followed their
tion by determined and bloody war.

argue that he who will sell his country, or
his country’s honor, or his country’s freedom,

country’s rightful authority, for big
crops, for cheap merchandize, or for low taxes,
is no better than a traitor? The point is too
plain to require ii'usrfatioa or elaboration.
We havn't time to prick this objection and

a

danger.

It is now nearly two years since one State—
South Carolina—like a lawless planet, flew

let all the wind out of it—and it contains noth-

from the orbit in which for more than half a
century it had revolved, severing, so far as its

ing else—lint
its absurdity.

bond which, like giavitatiou in the solar system, had held it in proper
allegiauce to the common center of the sys-

at

could, the

act

own

of which it

was

on

tKo

the then

<imintrti

IVntit

approaching

lltrr

ioiluful

4tli of

July,

would dislike starvation more.

this, then; that in the very
:

flag

nothing

bles,

to

still the

do with

fact

plainly

sult of that

uot

re-

democracy—the right of tile majority to
prescribed limits of the
being the fact, the rebellion stands forth without excuse, w ithout justifiable cause, a bloody, wicked, diabolical revolt
against the freest and best government on the
forced upon the

a

as the Executive head of
Commander-in-chief of the
army, it is admitted that the President has no
right to be controlled by mere sentiment, by

He has been forced

has taken

by no fanatical
spirits, by no radical politicians, by no aversion
to slavery per se, by no
sympathy for abolition
or anti-slavery,
(though we do not believe lie
is cold or dead to such feelings,) but he lias
been forced by his conviction that
slavery is
the power behind the rebellion, from which it
derives its strength and susteuance, aud with-

in freedom will support
themselves, whether
emancipation will increrse the taxes, whether
It will overrun the free States, whether it will

Interfere with northern labor, whether it will
take from the industrial productions of the

the

strength of the rebellion itself, and render its
subjugation an easier task? Will it be a step
towards subduing the rebellion ? This is the
real issue. Emancipation may not be desirable
to some people, but if it will aid in
conquering

a peace, is not that desirable ?
It is not to
benefit the slaves that emancipation is to be
decreed, but to benefit the country. Does any
one say the negroes will overrun the
if

|

But
over-

destroy,—and is not
Are armed, murderous

pation

not so much for
emancipation’s sake as
for the country s sake,—would confine themselves to the real issue, it would be better for

public peace, and they would do less misthey are now doing by inflaming
the minds of the ignorant and
unthinking with
fears of competition between the free
uegroes
and white laborers. The very
objections urged against forced
emancipation form not only
a confession of its
eflieiency, hat indicate, on
the part of its
objectors, a spirit little better
than treasonable. Take the
following as an
example:
Sill'll emancipation involves loss to the
whole
the

chief than

cents

application
Montgomery for them to he discharged
the hospital, that they may join their reg-

war measures.

say

to

cellent Union

have one call

they can

he looked after.

man

over

in the rebel Con-

a

S. II. Tuck, West Parsonsfleld, D, 7th, diar- j
rhoea, doing well.
W. D. Tyrell, Liuncus, B, 7th, diarrhoea and
stay at home.
fever.
S. S. Rucklin', Presque Isle, A, 7th, fever,
HU* Geo. Francis Train proposes to settle
convalescent.
tlie war of rebellion, to reform the currency,to
C. H. Dougherty, Oldtown,C,7tli, diarrhoea. ! cause Ireland so
secede from England, to nnP. Abbott, Woodstock, D, 5th, rheumatism.
dermiue the “rotten monarchy” of Great BritE. W. Jones, Westbrook, I, luth, poisoned,
ain, to defeat Charles Sumner’s election to the
ready for duty.
A. C. Fields, B, 6th. debility.
Senate, to break the skull of abolition, and to
William Sibley, I. 6th, rheumatism.
convert Jeff. Davis into a loyal citizen! This
B. F. I.yson, G, 6th, fever and sunstroke.
is rather a heavy load for an
Davis Wardard, Waterford, F, 11th, leg out
exceedingly light
Train.
ol joint
U. Bradbury, New Limerick, F, 17th United
The Dutch Law fob the abolition of
States Infantry, diarrhoea.
Slavery in their West Indies, in July next,
Charles Liuscntt, Iioulton, F, 17th Uuited
passed the States Geneial by a vote of 43 to 7.
States Infantry, diarrhea.
So nation after nation outgrows the past.
X. Tenney. Raymond, A, 5th, diarrhoea.
Spain, Brazil, and the United States till the 1st
Charles Whitman, Cheslerville, A, 17tli
ol January, are the Cristian nations
holding
United States Infantry, diarrhoea.
on to this relie of ancient
days. They too will
George Emery, Augusta, A, 17th Uuited
soon give it up; the only question is to abolish
States Infantry, diarrhoea.
it in that way that shall most conduce to the
J. G. White, Dexter, A, 17tli United States
benefit ot master and slave*—[Newburyport

j

We suspect he read the passage from the
as reproduced with comments iu

:

one

a

j

j

Infantry, hemorrhage.
Hiram Jenkins, Guilford, D, 17th United
States Infantry, ty phoid fever, doing well.
James Hnleeuder. Maehias, C, 6th, rheuma-

|

Herald.

"JT*

60

the Grand Trunk and
the Boston and Lowell;
ai d 202 over the
Fitchburg;—of those over the Fitchburg were from Ablauy.
cars

It is

a note-worthy fact that at the sesgeneral Episcopal Convention in
New York, on Wednesday, Major (now General) Anderson of Fort Sumter memory, sat
with the delegates from Maine in their alloted
pew—“the observed of all observers.”

The Iowa

election, it is well known
differently from those in Indi-

Sl'KllAL
lt 'AKD.—A
wife,

few

NOTICES.

(.ieuticmcu,

or a

gentleman and

be accommodated with board at No. 10
Wilmot Street. lean* reasonable.
can

Oct. 24 —lw
Dr*.

Kelley

and

Davis.—Dr. J. Clawson Kel-

ley i* widely known, and pa-ticu arlv iu the New
Eugland and Middle States. Nearly thirty-five years
v**ars a jo lie commenced the piacticc of medicine.—
He is the founder of the analytical practice and orig-

inal inventor oi the m-dicine* used iu that piactice.
Dr. II. L. Davis, the associate of Dr. Kei.ev, has
charge of and is proprietor of the Boston Office, No.

271 rremont Street. He is the only person in Boston
authorized to sell the true medicines made by Dr.
Keiiey. All persons who state otherwise are imposters, and not entitled to credit. No persons aie in
of any receipts or copies of icccipts of Dr.
el ley’s medicines, and no living man or worAan can
or
otherwise
make them. The afflicted shou:d
legally
be particular to consult Dr. Davis, at No. 271, wheie
they will meet a gent emau and a skillful phvsiciau,
who will furnish the real mod ici lies, from Dr. Kelley’s labratory. D;. Kellev cau ioi s the public ai d
the afflicted against ail who pietor d to have bis niedcines, and against a;i so called doctors, who try to injure the pubic, kill the ufflictcd, and damage the
business of a good phvsiciau. No. 271 Tremont
Street is the ouiv p ace
SUndau Evening Erj>rt»*.
Dr. II. L. Davis mav be consulted at his otl.ee in
this city at No. 8 C ap’s Block, on the second ThursoctlO cod2w •
day and Friday of each mouth.

Ejssecsion

FOREIU.V PORTS.
Ar at Cadis 22d ult. Mary Cobb. Low, Now
Sid 22il ult, Avola. Crowell, Boston; 27tli,

over
over

In this city Oct 231. by Rev. Mr. Lovering, F.dward
E. Van* oi Sew York and Mi»s Cuarlotte. daughter
of Cant. I-aue F. Sturtivant.
At Howdoin Ceutte Oct 19th. Frederick 8. Myrick
to Miss Mary A Brimijion, both of Lewiston.
In Augusta Oct loth, George W. V> iuslow to Miss
Emma YV. Noicrows; Also. Frank H. Fairfield to Miss
E »/a J. Springer, all of Augusta.
In South Berwick Oct 13* h. Richard II Walker of
York, Mo., to Mias susau YVcntworth of Rolhusibrd,
N. H.
Iu Lyman Sept 15th. Erastu* VV. Ayer of L., to
Miss Sarah E. lVrrv of Waterford.
In Buxton Oct 5th. Elisha Berry to Miss Lydia A.
lfeshon, both of Biddeford.

fort, dug.

Sailed from
New York.

SPOKEN.
Aug 17, lat & N. Ion 24 W. ship Aunie Sue, Week*,

from

Newport K for Singapore.
‘*,49i’ Ion 131 X. bark Savannah, from

..

Cardiff for-.

NEW

AI) V E RTISE M

PURSUANT
Probate for

ENTrf.

steamer in the

t
a
license from the Judge o
Cumberland Countv, the subscriber
to

Pixecutor of the last Will an,. Testamuul of Marv
Harris, late of Portland, deceased, will offer for sale
his residence, corner of Cedar and Oxford streets
Till KSDAY. Oct. 30. ltKB. at 11) o'clock in the
torenoou,
• 1700 Portland City Scrip,

at
on

having

about M years

Tamiseonta Pine Land Company.
Stockholders of the Tamisconta Pine Land
t ompany
THE
hereby notilied that special meetwill be held
are
at

ing

o'clock P

Edinburg .New York.. Liverpool.Nov ft
New York.New York Bremen. Nov ft
Arabia.Bouton.L»\ ei pool.Nov 12

FOR HAVANA—Steamship Eagle sails from New
York for Hav si a diiect. Nov. 5*h.
Steamship I aci.ie (Br), sails from New York Oct.
26th. tor Havana la Nassau Nl\
Steamship British Queen sails from New York Nov.
10*h lor Havana via Na>»au.
PANAMA AN D C A LI KORN! A—Steamers, carrying Mai's tor Aspiuwai). Panama, ai d California,
leave New York ou the 1st, lit It, and 21 at of each
mouth.
Mail Ar range me at*.
WEXTERN Arrives at 12.40 and 8 PM. Closes at
7.45 A M and 2 PM
EASTERN—Arrive* at 1 45 1*M. Closes at 12 M.
STEAMBOAT MAIL—Arrives from Lamport Me, St
John NB and the British Provinces. Tuesday and

N. O. CRAM.

oc24 td

x rmui-m.

[ Trustees.
)

fllHE subscriber hereby give* public notice to ail
X concerned, that he has been dnlv appointed and
taken
upon himsclt the trust of Executor of the last
will and testament of

LOf8 WINSLOW.
Westbrook in the < onntv of Cumberland, deceased, bv giving bond a* the law directs; he there-

late of

foie leanest* all persons who are indebted to the said
deceased’s e-date to make immediate payment; and
those who have any demauds thereon, to exh.hir the
same for settlement to
HENRY M. MINOTT.
Westbrook. Oct. 21, 18*3.
19 w3w«
HE subscriber herebv gives public notice to all
X concerned, that she has been duly appointed and
taken upon herselt the trust of Administratrix of
the estate of

f|1

SAMUEL HANSON.
late of Portland in the Countv of Cumberland, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs; she therefore requests all persons who are indebted to the said
deceased’s estate to make immediate payment; and
those who have auy demands therein, to exhibit the
same

for settlement to

Portland. Oct. 21.

1862.

PERS1S X HANSON.
19 w3w*

WINTER CLOAKS!
w# invite eepeeial attention'tu our uoortment of
LADIES’ CLOAKS.
We offer

low

price Cloak, E.tuxl in Style, Fiuiah.
more expensive Garment*.
We mauniketnre only from the Be*t materials, and
•ell at the
LOWEST I* K I C E S
and

a

Trimming,

to the

C. W. ROBINSON A CO.

—

Kridav mornings. < loses Monda' § and Thursdays
4 PM.
ELRCI E. via Quebec—Close* every Fridav at 12 M.
CAN ADA—Arrives at 1.45 PM
Closes at 12 M.
CuLN IKY MAILS—Arrives about 5 PM. Closes at
9 I’M.

Pieble House. Oct. 31st, (p'ri-

RUFUS HORTON.
THUS R J* >X ES,

Portland Post Offlrr

a»

a

the
M.

«*»■» o,

reau

City of New York.New York. Liverpool.Oct. 25
Hibernian.Quebec ...Liverpool.Oct. 25
Hansa.New York. Bremen.Oct. 25
Asia .Boston
Liverpool.Oet. 29
Bavaria.New York Hamburg.Nov 1
North American. Quebec.Liverpool.Nov 1
Kangaroo.New York..Liverpool.Nov 1
Australasian.... New York Liverpool. ...Nov 5 j

to ran.

STEPHEN HARRIS. Executor
Portland, Oct. », 1S62.
oc24dlw*

day) at 3
forwarded

Salt Cay TI 10th iiut, *ch Meteor, for

Executor's Sale.

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
are

t'ariii-

York.
sailed from St Thoniaa 9th inst, »hip Mogul..Spoouer. (from Bombav.) for Boston.
At Jacmel lat
John Butler, for New York
about Oct 4th.
Sailed from St Jago 27th ult, brig Scotland, McClellan. New York.
At Matauza* 3th inst, tch Laurel, Arer, fin Frank-

DIED.
In Great Falls. (Gorhain) Oct 22d. 3Ir. Jas. Nason,
aged 36 years
lu Yarmouth Oct 14th, Lucy, w ife of Isaac Decker,
aged 84 yeais 7 mouths.
In Brookline, Mas., Oct 19th, Peter II. Green,Esq.,
fo merly of Bath, aged 82 years.
lu North Berwick Oct 14th, of consumption, Mr.
Saiu’1 Thurston, aged 70 years.
lu Limei ick Oc; 14th, of typhoid fever, Jas. Lord,
2d. aged 35 years.
In Saco Oct 15th, Mrs. Lucy l’atteo, formerly of
Keunebunkport. aged 72 years.
lu Litcluie d Oct 14th, Mr. W. P. Wedgwood, aged
80 years; Miss Chaiiotte Williams, aged 18j years.

Mail*

York

ola. Hopkins, Kiotjraude; Saxon, Boddic, fur New

inst.brig

_MABSIE0,

TO DEPART.

sion of the

S

is reduced to the abolition of

were

Eastern Railroad; 154

sired end.

California shows her neutrality by
sending
$100,0;X) to the Sanitary Commission, and her
regiments to the Held; while Oregon has shown
hers by giving leave to her rebel senator to

escent.

Ordinary consists of the Bulls, atnl the refuse lots.
Sheep, extra includes Cossets, and wheu those of
qua'ity are throw'll out.

inferior
fhcre

by every
fully elaborates in other parts lar liue#. The steamer# lor or from Liverpool call a
the
Canadian line, winch call a
t^ueeustown.
except
of his essay—the power of the president, actLondonderry.
ing as commander-in-chief to do things under
8TLAXKU
FROM
FOR
RAILS
martial law not prodded for by the constitu- ! Havana .Southampton.New York .Oct 8
North American. Liverpool.Quebec.Oct 9
tion. Judge Curtis does not deny that
power:
Australasian.Liverpool.New York.. Oct 11
Edinburg.Liverpool.New York...Oct 15
he only seeks to limit it, and he seems to us to
Ureuicn.>outhuniptou. New York. ..Oct 15
up arbitrary and impossible limitations. We set | bohemian.Live; pool.Quebec._.Oct 10
Arabia.Liverpool.Huston.Oct 16
still feel that uobody should care whether the
Etna.Liveipool.New York
Oct 22
j
Oct 22
proclamations are constitutional or not. The ! liammonia.Southampton.New York
Scotia.Liverpool.New Y'ork .Oct 25
only care we have iu reference to them is to i New York.Southampton.New Y'ork ..Oct 29
Teutonia. Southampton.New Y'ork.
Nov 5
know that they were honestly intended as war
Saxonia.Southampton New Yoik...Nov 19
Itausa.Southampton New York.. .Nov 2b
measures, and are adapted to promote the de-

resolution recognizing the
pratical neutrality of California and Oregon.—

George F. Maxwell, Litchfield, D, 7th, diarrluva, doing well.
John Higgins, Bangor, I, 2d, fever, conval-

stand by him anil
lie has

measures

that which he so

Tenn., that exwhose opposition to

“Hangman Foote,”
gress, has offered

to

but feel that

Courier, otherwise he would have
comprehended that the point made was just

proclamation the democratic papers are
now
boasting, Is the same man who, when arrested last year by the rebel authorities, came
out with a letter urging the
recognition of the
Southern Confederacy.

The follow-

people

cannot

the Boston

the

is the result of my visit at that

of the

w e

Republican

Thos. A. R. Nelson of

pleased

duty

And

adopted.
Juil^c Curtis quotes from a recent paragraph
iu the Republican to point the moral of his es-

creasing the cabbage beads in our office would
be an improvement. That would depend
very
much upon the style of cookery and the other
vegetables.

to

Steers.

Oct. 23. to oet. 30.

Old Gray Beards, Attend!
Twenty Years’experience, and years of
AFTER
experiment, I have at last found the
Best
For

Dyo!

coloring

Hair in the world. I say it boldly, and
it. And say forther. that if anv one bur* my
Dye, and alter trying, doe# not like it, 1 will refund
the inouey on
me the bottle with one half
its content#.
1 do not wish to sell it to any rebel, or rebel symmean

Ml.MATI RE ALMANAC.
returning
tism.
Fridav.
October 24
In the former State tlie solC. B. Yeazle, Bangor, G, 2d, diarrhoea.
8L>.
UIOM
WA1EK
unfair
toward
the
grossly
lecturer made ;
him,
diers belonging to it, no matter where, were
pathizer.
Jos. P. Harmon, K, 5th, debility.
Uiaea...6-23 | Seta.. .5.06 I Moru’g 11 15 j Eveu’x 11.35
a most pitiable exhibition of himself.
Agents can be supplied at wholesale prices by adThat a
George W. Saywood, Bucksport, A, 6th, allowed to vote, and of those in the army at
<!; filsin^
man who prides himself
his
as
JOHN M TODD. Portland. Me.
upon
debility.
reputation
Corinth the following is the result: Union
Oet. 23 dAwtf.
John McCabe, Maehias, C, 6th, diarrhoea.
M A li I X i :
a defender of American institutions
abroad, !
Democratic
Union
1307,
281;
John Trull, Cooper, F, 6th, debility.
majority 1040.
should stoop so low, in
addressing an audi- I
The Highland Boarding School
J. Wadell. Dover, A, 6th. kidney complaint, j Ohio has over 100,<K>0 soldiers in the Held.—
PORT OF PORTLAND.
euce of nis countrymen at home, is
for Bojrtt,
II. H tickings, East port, K. 6th, lever.
exceedingWho knows what result would have been
IN BETHEL, MAINE.
II. Knight, Portland, B, 5th, rheumatism.
ly humiliating to a portion of his readers and !
Caution.
arrived at had the ballot box been passed to
Winter Term of this School will commence
Thuruiny. Oct. 23.
C. W. Wright, B, 8th, fever and rheumatism.
THE undersigned would most respectftillv inform
hearers, who are thus compelled to feel that i
on the first Tuesday iu December, and continue
them?
the public that he is iu no way associated or conW. R. Harper, Kumford, I, 5th. diarrhoea.
ARRIVED.
with his Yankee smartness,—freely
C.even weeks.
nected with ANY OTHER KELLEY OR OFFICE ill Bosconceded,—
A. F. Hutchinson, Gardiner, C, 3d, right
Postage Currency.—We learn that some
The advantages for instruction are excellent, and
he has at the same time exposed himself to the
ton, Fori.ami, or c sew here, and that Du. H. L.
Brig Speedaway, Atherton. Philade'phia,
hand amputated.
are adapted to the immediate wants of the
DA VI.S is the only person authorized by him to
pupil.
bch i hn-tiana. knight. Philadelphia,
are
so
as
to sell what
persons
short-sighted
For further information application may be made
H. Carpenter, Calais, D,6th, fever and rheucharge ol Yankee vulgarity, so often made by
his
Medicines
in
the
above places. Thereprescribe
bch IH'dauoe. Harriugtou, Piu auelphiato
N T TRUE. M A.,
i postage currency they get to b okers, and othfore
on their guard against Medishould
be
matism.
bch
1
hi.ade
persons
Chronometer.
Parsons.
wiio
pt.ia.
have seen only unfortunate
foreigners
Proprietor and Principal.
cines purporting to be his. or like his, as his genuine
beh Minerva, bmith, Poughkeepsie NY. reports
J. Easter, Bethel, I, 5th, dropsy.
i ers at a premium. Now the moment the brokj
October 21. 1862.
oc28 u4w
Medicines aie ouly to be had as above.
specimens of tlie American citizen.
night of 21st inst, 10 miles ofT< ape < od, carried away !
J. McKenney, Entield, D, 6th. rheumatism.
J
ers
can run this currency up aliove
mu.nma-i head.—towed up by steam tug.
CLAWSON KELLEY,
holdj
par,
J. MeCartey, Bucksport, E, 6th, chronic
The changes rung upon the
bch u ive Elizabeth. Uamiifou, Bostou.
Notice to Delinquents.
Originator and Founder oi the Ai.a'vtical
“nigger,” are
ers, instead of paying it out, will keep it in
bch Comet. Johnson, Bo-ton.
System and Fractice of Medicine,
Persons, residents of Wards 1, 2. 3 and 4, who
sufficiently disgusting in the report. How diarrhoea.
S 11 ( ochrau. Ne.'son. bouthport.
bell
their
oct
and
1802.
Sami. Jack, Bangor, B, 6th, convalescent.
defeat tlie objects ol the
10th,
eod2w*
are engaged in any busim-ss or i»ccui»ation repockets,
much more tasteful and refined tile
bell ( ai.ama. French, Bangor lor New York,
speaker's
R. H. Gibson, K, 0th,
quiring a license by the piovirions of the United
government in issuing it. We look upon the
bteanier New England, Field, Boston tor bt John
State-* Excise Law, and have not made application
J. E. Maddcll, Jackson Brook, I, lltli,doing
handling of the subject may have been, I do
Disease* of the Urinary Organ*.
ia Eii'tport.
for such Itcen-e, are hereby notified that they have
selling of postage currency now at a premium,
well.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight, Boston.
not kuow.
The reporter seems to have been
rendered themselves liable to the peia’ties of said
TIT"*! C. MOTT. M. D., Ope'ating and Consulting
as treason on a small scale, or in its
I. Booker, Monmouth, K, 7th, scurvy, doing
and FhysiCiaii. atteuds exc usively to Disand if they would avoid its enforcement, must
law.
incipient
Surgeon
(LEAKED.
very much in sympathy with the lecturer, and
eases of the
apply immediately. Manufacturers a e aLo remindwell.
Urinary and (icuital Organs, and Fetna.e
stages, treason, we mean to the best good and
Bark Courser (uew) Critbu, Havana, by II I Rob- i ed that their returns for
f ompluints oi ali kinds, and the more obscuie dislias probably given tlie spirit as well as the subSeptember sbou d be mado
M. Carney, K, 5th, wound in leg.
convenience of our mercantile community.
eases oi the Pelvic Vicera, as l*ih*s. Kuptu-es.Hvdroi n sou.
to the subscriber. at the office of tlie United Stares
stance ol "the Express Train's”
T. Blanchard, Charlotte, F, (Jth, chronic
Assessor, New City Building, without further delay,
; ce e, Varicocele, Fistu a. Early Decline of Manhood,
Bug Anna Oe’dcrt. (Br) I ochrau, Sidney ( B.
performance.
Ac. Dr. M. keeps himself posted iu all the improveHonor to whom honor is due.—Carleton,
diarrhoea.
Brig William A Differ, Duigili, Havana, by NC»
SAMUEL SMALL,
“The nigger is everywhere.” So affirms the
ment* in the cu e of Disease, made in this
Cram.
Assistant Assessor 6tb Division, Ur-t Collection
J. Roberts.Maehias, K,6th,chronic diarrhoea.
country
the correspondent of the Boston
Advertiser in a recent article, in which the auor Europe, and spares no expense that his patients
Journal,
District.
says
SAILED
wind
XW
Almon
aud
Rowell,
i.
brig
i\.
xvrar,
mu,
Portland. Oct 22. 18*3.
oc» dlw
that the Governor ofoneol the we stern States is
may have the best medical and surgical treatment
others.
thor attempts to use tlie same unfortunate
Otis Walker, Biddeford, B, 5th, debility.
the world affords.
Advice free.
£JF"Oti.ce 8»>
for a bark.
“a
roll
of
Siguai
Court
honor"
of
BOSTON.
all
street,
Hours
lioin
in
J.
preparing
lu
A.
31.
to
S.
the
2
names
ol
lurtherauce
of
Gould,
diarrhoea.
certain notions aud
“nigger"
Browuvi'le, A, Oth,
O u3l 3R D
F. M
and t> to 8 F. M.
J. L. Lee, Cape Elizabeth, G, 7th, diarrhoea,
the officers and soldiers, who have enlisted in
schemes of his own.
Mrs. 31., w ho is thoroughly versed iu the afflictive
MEMORANDA.
well.
doling
nia allies of her sex, can be consulted bv ladies.
reeouiineuus mat other States do
Mr. Train, with a remarkable
A superior bark of 4vO ton-, called the “C E Rosafollow-feeling
F. Holman, G. 2d, diarrhoea.
1 atieuts furnished with board aud exj*e< ienced
DR. G. S.
likewise.
mono.” was launched fiom flie > aid of E D* er. at
for the author of that article,
nurses.
oc.3codt>iu
S. Shephard, Pembroke, F, 8lh, fever, imjumps on to the
She i- owned by Messrs.
Mi. biid.gv. on the 8th inst
the late firm of ('cm*ixo« A Wexdbll, No.
IfCarleton
will
send
to Augusta,
same track, and
proving.
Owens A (. aruegie, apt. C 1.1 rekett, who will comMaine, he
pursues a similar train of
23 ITcmout street, Bostou, having fitted rooms at
A (jooD Spuing Bed has become an almost indismand her. and others.
David Peary, Waterville, E, 7th, rheumatwill get a copy of Adjutant General Hodsthought and expression. The Advertiser innot
oi
comfort
aud necessity,
pensable article,
only
No. 133 N2 Middle Street,
ism.
dou's report made last January, in which he
forms his readers that it was
with every tainilv, while the united testimony of
only in burlesque.
C. H. Williams, Readfleld, C. 10th, do.
Is prepared to perform all operations
disasters.
pertaining to
has
their
this
“roll
healtlifulness
of honor.” M aine is the
placed
gives
beyond
Possibly the Advertiser, too, in the article be•I. H. Chandler, C, ltith, hemorrhage of the
only Fbysiciaus
Sell Damon, (of Waldoboro) Pitcher, from Bo«ton j
question.
State
thus
in
ha>
hor
id New port,
that
for
Phi.anc
anchor
the
fore referred to, was
has
far,
in
phia.ut
a
published
book
only attempting to play a lungs.
No invalid should be without oue.
was run into by steamer Metropolis 2*2d inst. ai d had I
J. Jeffery, B. 5th, debility.
form the muster rolls of all her
joke upon bis readers. Certainly lie could
and by strict attention to thedemindsof his
her j.bbmun and head near can led aw av, and uamtroops sent to
A» an evidence of die superiorly of
patients,
1
Levi Floyd, Alexandria, K, 6th, fever,
doing the war.
hopes to merit and receive the patronage of the pubnot have exp-cted
ageubow.-p.it. Scb Hattie Coombs, oi Liucoinvino,
COKEY’S “TREBLE" STRING BED
intelligent leaders to swal- well.
lic.
was run into same tun.- aud lost lib boom.
low tlie whole dose ottered them in that
over
all
is
the
tact
that
the
demaud
ur
others,
for
this
New
\oik
Irom
Bark
St
Artificial
teeth
inserted
from one to an entire set,
I. 1). Wilder, Presque Isle, I, 7th, chronic
Jago,
understand that one of our ““down
Morning Mai,
article,
Ion 73 20, passed a vessel 1 on Gold, Silver, or Uu/eiiai/e bane.
reports. 19th inst. lat
Spriug Bed is quadruple that of any other kind.
as u serious conviction of the author's
rheumatism.
east” merchants was in Boston a few
mind.
Badiv decavod teeth filled with (Yyttal Gold, and
bottom up. was of about 90 lee: keel, 150 tons, zinc j
days
1852.
October
1.
tf
Geo.
H.
Hamilton, Lewiston, E, 5th, guard since, w here he had gone to
restoied to their original shape and usefulness.
That tlie negro is everywhere, in the
bottom, and aj patent.) bad becu in that situation
great
purchase goods,
Ether administered with perfert $afety, for the exbut a »hoi t time.
duty.
national commotion now
DU. I*. F. (^UlMBY, would give notice that he ha
but he became so disgusted with the
traction of teeth, rendenug the patient entirety uaSch P M Wheaten. coal laden, i- a-horeon Lovell’s
shaking the contiN. W. Fisher. Portland. G. 5th. debility.
conserof
eontcious
and
full
water.
Will
returned to l'ortland, aud can be found at bis Room,
Island,
of pain.
discharge before
Thomas Cue, K, Oth, rheumatism.
vatism” of the firms with which he had been
v»v.ij,—a mu iuu sinI'articu ar ntteutiou given to the regulation of chilcoming off.
.><>. X.J INTERNATIONAL HOUSE, IUCmIAv, August
L. Sharkey, G, 2d. wound in right hand.
aren s teem.
emnly true ro be treated in the ‘•burlesque,”
accustomed to do business, and their zeal to
12th, where he will attend to all w ishing to consul
AH operations will be performed in the most thorStillman Fickett, Cherryfleld, A, 6th, debilDOMESTIC PORTS.
defeat Andrew, that he folded
fitting only a stage clown. By the Advertiser’s
ough and skilful manner, and warranted to be perhim.
up his memoity.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 21st, brig T W Lucas, Auown assertion, lie is there
fectly
satisfactory to the patieut.
no
told
them he wouldn't purchase anW. S. Sewall, Foxcroft, A, Oth, fever, doing
randum,
First Examination at office,.52 00
by
agency of his
derson. Boston.
b
llaviug furnished his oflice w ith all the appliances
own.
Other men, of the past and the
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 9th lust, brie Belle of the
well.
other dollar's worth in that
Each subsequent sitting at office.#.50
for the comfort of the patient, and from the
present,
until
it
experiemcity
Bay. Washington. New Y ork, ai.d sid 13th.
ence of an extensive practice, he feel* continent in
J. O. Reed, Portland, G, 5th, fever and diarare alone
City Patients, tirst Examination at residence... 2 50
braced the republican faith, and came to Portresponsible for the place lie occuAr 10th. (by le ) bark Tejuca. from Searaport.
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president has decided lor hiiusell, as it was
duty to do,according to liisow u judgement
and under a heavy responsibility to the nation
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it has been inaugurated.
Now the plain question before the people—
involved in the proclamation—la, not whether
freedom will benefit the negroes, whether

the

be and will be, that tlie president has the
right
to abolisii slavery as an act of war.
The policy of tlie measure is another question, but that
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which it would become uerveless and inefficient for the evil purposes to promote which

this

Tile books may sustain it, but it is not common
sense.
It does not meet the circumstances of
the present ease. We believe that the verdict
of the American people, lawyers and all, should
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residence of Dr. S. P. Townsend, corner Filth
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1>. K. Billings, Brookville, B, 2d, fever, con-
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gencies not provided tor by tlie constitution.
The only question that remains is, Are they
justilied by the condition ol the country?
Judge Curtis does not deny that under martial law slavery may be interfered with and
abolished, in spite of state laws and constitutional guaranties. But he endeavors to limit
the operation of martial law to tlie portion of
territory actually occupied by the armies. We

and

accompanied
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But it does not therefore fol-

low that the constitution is violated in their
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Constitution, and
the rebellion itself;

in the rebel states,

my Eight millions and a half in number of
Internal revenue stamps were distributed last

1775.

perform

comprehensiveness required in the discuspresident's acts. Of course it must
conceded to Judge Curtis that there is no

be

regiment.
my Falmouth, now Portland, was burnt
by the British Commander, Mowatt, Oct. 1$,

who

seems to

Bridgton, that of 125 men sent to the war
from that town, only 5 are democrats.
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sion of the
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because of his convictions on this
and not from any abolition sympathies,
that he has issued his Emancipation Proclamation.

the slaves

Hayes,

The sick men seem

require
will

well cared for.

commander-in-chief

and

citizen

Co. A, of that

and look alter their wants, and seem to fully
realize that their friends w ill not lose trace of
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my Adjutant Atwood of the Maine 24th,
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them as acts of war. Judge Curtis is a close
reasouer, but his logic runs in the professional
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iment
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point,

emancipation

from

Pitiable Exhibition.

of law and the

up to the step he

Gen.

very awukward position for
any man acknowledging this state of things,to
say he is uncompromisingly opposed to both,
He|inay say so, but who will believe him? or
who can give him credit for patriotism in such

the best thinkers of the country—to the conclusion that the slave power is the power
of
the rebellion; that it is arrayed against the

his sympathies, or by his
alone, and lie lias not been.

where

the Union or the abolition of slavery, and

and that to destroy this institution in such
states, would be to strike rebellion in its most
vulnerable point, and to open a vein through
which would flow its vital blood. He has
come—in common with a large proportion of

or

question

must come, it is

government by the disuniouists, it has become
plainly aud painfully apparent to the President of the United States, that the institution
of slavery has been the great source ol strength
to the rebel states; that it has enabled all the
white strength to be pressed into actual strife,

a

moment to decide

If the

govern, within the
Constitution. Such

nation,

pital.

Our readers need not be told anew, be tlie
consequences w hat they may to us, or ours,
that we are now, and Ibrever, unalterably and
eternally, openly and unmistakably, against
both propositions.

tical

As

There

scarcely shirk the responsibility of doing so by
saying, though he do it a thousand times and
with ever so much solemnity :

tional voice of the majority, to select their own
rulers and to govern themselves, it was a
blow at the vital element ot all genuine prac-
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week. This does not meet the demand in any
material degree.—| Journal.
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robberies at Belfast and vicinity. The plun-
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such lie the late that awaits us, the editor of
the Advertiser must take sides, and lie can

by the Republican party. In
words, it was a blow aimed at Constitutional authority and Constitutional liberty—
the liberty of the people, through the Consti-

to strike it is to strike

slavery
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and the sick

We say, save the t'nion though slavery, and all who uphold or apologize for it,
are ground finer than impalpable powder.
If

elected

authority

tile

found.

other

war

to

Union must come—and

tills is tlie assertion of the above—we

election, and of the determination

face of the earth.
In the progress of the

would result unless

meat curse

tlie abolition of the

are

of the rebels not to submit to the rule of officers

objection,
lie reduced, nor will their productiveness,
but the white people will be compelled to perform labor now done by the slaves; and if
work is a blessing then we aw ait the proof that

What then ? If the abolition ol

inaugurating our trou-

declared to be because of the

ill
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olition of t he Union.

upon us, and the further fact stands out that
the rebellion was commenced the very day after the Presidential election, and it was openly
and

the number of the laborers

Argue, reason, hope, desire, threaten, and
persuades as we will, "to this complexion does
it come ul last;"—Abolition of slavery, or Ab-

to over-

exists that the troubles

aspect of

article:

throw the government of their fathers ? Grant,
if the opponents of the means adopted to put
down the rebellion demand it, that slavery has
had

Ui

objection is a bugbear unworthy lodgment in any intelligent brain. It
is not only a baseless objection in itself, but it
comu* of a traitorous spirit, which would see
the government overthrown to secure aheap
living and avoid high taxes.
The Advertiser ofWednesday, contained a
similar objection, couched in different language, but born of a kindred spirit. Said that

What caused
men

worst

comes

a

world.
this fearful attempt of wicked

It

Curtis does not of course lind any warin the constitution for either of these
acts.
But he also denies the power of the
rant

Sick and Wounded Soldiers

18th, 1862.
G. It. Dads—Dear Sir:—1 have to-day visited the United Slates General Hospital, at
West Philadelphia, which is the largest, and
as I am informed, the best conducted hospital
in the city. There are twenty-eight wards and
seventy-three tents, with a capacity for about
2,600 patients; present number 2,200. The location is very pleasant, in the outskirts of the
city. Everything is conducted with a system,

lint the whole

ergy must be taxed to prevent the erasure of
the American Union from the map of the
all this ?

declara-

by

certain class of otl'enses.
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Judge

on

5ly The Bangor Whig says Mr. D. Rollins
of Wesley, picked halt a dozen ripe stawberries in his field, Oct. 12th. They were of lair
size, and no doubt the “second crop.”

Philadelphia,

law in reference to

Z$T’ On the first page will be found an inon the Danish West India Islands—on the last page a pretty story.
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blacks.

and to

alive to the terrible consciousness that its very
existence was threatened, nnd that every en-
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miv
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rebellion menaced and thundered at the gates
of the capital, and the nation first became fully

And for what

produc-

not

up the symlHil of their rebellion on the
staff of Fai.euil Hall! It was then that

run

the

to

productions no longer support an indolent
white population, then that white population
must itsell go to work and become produces,
for it is sure, much ns they dislike work they

tory, and intoxicated with their inglorious success, through their cabinet ministers, threatened to occupy the national capital, and to dietn

adding

now

upon tlie products of tiiose laboring
blacks. Now if the blacks stop work,and their

—the common property of the nation.
It was then that the rebels, flushed with vic-
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work in the South,

are

regiment—the 24th—to-day.

We are informed

the Springfield Itopubtican.

Knancipnte.
Judge B. R. Curtis of Boston has published
a
pamphlet criticism of the president's last two
proclamations, the proclamation of emancipation and the proclamation of general martial

teresting article

sisting

a

April following the rebellion against law and
constitutional authority—up to that time bloodless in its progress—culminated in open, defiant, bloody war upon the flag of our countryvind the forcible capture of one of the forts,

tatn

If 4,000,000 of slaves

tions of the country, it is equally true that
neat ly 8,000,000 of whites are in idleness, sub-

part. That act of insubordination was soon followed by kindred
acts on the part of other Stales, and in the

tem

single consideration will show

a

From

The Tower to

the surrender of Harper’s Ferry in the Kennebec cities. “Aunt Jane” is with her.

his country against these assaults upon her
honor and integrity, striking hack vigorous
and heavy blows upon tile assailing party; no
matter that slavery feels the blow, and stagger- to it- downfall, if thereby the rebellion
may lie sooner crushed.
When our public lecturers w ish to discuss
the relations of the “nigger” to the war and
the country, let them do it in the spirit of sober men. recognizing and comprehending the
great fact, if they can, that as a slave, lie lias
done us infinite mischief, and as a slave lie will
ever continue to be a source of trouble, morally, economically, socially, and politically.

his

SELECTED.

Z1F’ Mrs. Goddard is giving her lecture

he who defends

The true conservative is

AND

ZW“ The Advertiser has become the whistle
to the “Express Train.”

The true conservatives are those who
would preserve the spirit and the fact of liberty in the institutions of their country, and

subdued, is
prices, and to increased taxation?—and need

or

his

merit.

al'o stand out that

we

to the latent

can

non-production aremancipation

general. Hut don't the fact
rebellion, rampant and unpreferable UHshort crops, to high

subordinate iu their

and the lowest motives which

The

full confession that,

■

■

Tjy Brigadier pen. Briggs, son of px-Oov.
Briggs, of Mass., is dangerously ill of fever.
ZZT' Col. Atwood is to visit Gardiner with

perish.” This sentiment in nearly his
own words, is the prevailing sentiment among
men who are not endeavoring to clamber into
places of authority, on the ground of some
boasted conservatism, which they parade before the public, as if it contained an iota of

who would remove therefrom every vestige of
barbarism, just as soon as the way is legitimately open, whether through the changes
possible in time of peace, or through the necessities forced upon us by the untoward reb-

would become

continually thrust forward false issues—issues
not

a

|

a

the civilized world.

best kuown to themselves, the opponents of
that proclamation dodge the real issue, and

peal

It is

—■■■■

ORIGINAL

must

lions of dollars w ill lie required. This in addition to the war debt may well cause men to
ask how can it be paid ?

Friday Mirtitag, Oct. *21, 1802.

They Reluse

abolitionist, but 1 contend that rebel slaveholder' have forfeited all claims to the protection
of their property in slaves, and tile institution

j

ABOUT

MATTERS

I BY TELEGRAPH

TOWN.

Supreme Judicial Court.
OCT. TERM—WALTON, J., PRESIDING.
Thursday—In this case ot May all v. Jordan the evidence was all put in. Ichabad G.
Jordan, Esq., of Great Falls, N. H., made the

BY TELEGRAPH.

-TO THE-

EVEIIXfi

TO THE

PAPERS.

ing previous

rumors

of success, and

IVo

blessed,

happy

a

and

Rebel Advance

Mr. Waterhouse

leaves

a

wife

and

one

latter about 10 years of age.
be brought to ibis city for in-

terment.
Secession in n Fishing Vessel.
The fishuig schooner George D.
Lorlng, of
Gloucester, Mass., Daniel F. Tyler, Master,
arrived here a few days since, and re pur ted
herself to the U. is. boarding officer as from
the British Provinces, and that she
put in here
in distress, with sails split,
4c., but without

cargo ol any kind.
The second day after her arrival, information

given by some

was

fishermen in the harbor to

by skipper
On boarding her, such was found to he the
case; the bedding,clothing,and everything belonging to the crew, had been removed. On
information being lodged at tbe Custom
House by the officers of the Cutter, a telegram was sent to Gloucester, and her owner
sent an agent at once here, who has taken
possession of her.

Island, Maine,

or

belonged
vicinity, and

crew

thnt

from the

and the

with the

hole

w

the trouble

ers

skipper, it is supposed seceded
proemd*, thus saving the ownof nettling tbe voyage, and di-

viding it by halve*.
If skipper T)ler cannot give any more reasonable explanation far abandoning a vessel
in a strange port, we hope tbe papers will
pass
Mm round

as

a

sort

of fish that steak other

men’s bait.

Atuurat. or the shth Rkoihext.—The
Mb Maine Ib guneut, ( ol. Hubbard, number-

ing about Ml men. left Bangor at 8 o’» lock
pwslevday iwsrulwf, and arrtied in this Hty at
4 o’clock, P. M. As the cars passed ai<*ig
tarnstuercul street on their wav to the Boston
depot, the soldier* were saluted by the occu-

pants of the

di-pot

ton
•

store*

on

tbe street.

At the Bos-

the soldiers left tin- cars and formed
a handsome
appearaiH-e of

Hue. presenting

and health)
regiment we

The greater |«rt of
recruited in Waldo County.
There ale two air tbivc rompaith** frtun Il.tustout

this

eork

men.

County
TV rquipmnit*

and oil from

Kihix

The

of tV MddVn* art*
though they flud ftotne fault with tin* £un«,
wtdrh a if of tlit* vault* pattern a* tboM* M*nt to
tbr Portland rt*gim«*uU. About quarter |ia»t
IIv* o'clock tl»#* rtfiui»*nt took a upeciil train
for Boblou, and leH the dejMit loudly cli<*«*r«'d

by

the aa*eu»kd**d crowd.

LM

By Expr**** yesterday morning. the

following
and the Sanitary

cases were

Three ca>'
regiment; one

forwarded to

our

troops

Commission ;

Gen. Dow for the 13th Me.
Gen. Shepley, New Orleans;
two to Col. Rich, Feruanditia; one to Mr*.
Eaton, IVoin the Free Street Baptist Society;
one to Howard Nason, U. S. Hospital; one to
Xn. Sampson, Washington; two from Bath,
ami one each from Livermore Falls, Bangor,
Stowe, North Leeds, Hodgdon's Mills, New
Gloucester. Skowhegan,North Berwick, North
s

to
to

Thurlow Weed going to Europe.
New York, Oct. 23.
The Times’ Washington dispatch says an officer of Gen. McClellan's staff writes that the
army of the Potomac is prevented from making an immediate advance by want of clothing.
Thurlow Weed has received orders immediately to prepare for another visit in general
diplomatic sejgice to Europe. He left here today, but will shortly return for final instructions, and will then depart on the first steamer.

Yarmouth,Cortiviile, Norridgwock.St. Albans,
Springvale and Bethel, to tlte Sanitary Commission.

Grand Division Sons of Temperance.
The annual session of this body will commence

Tuesday

next, and it is expected the business will occupy two or more
days. On Tuesday evening the Sons and Daughter of Tem-

on

perance will give the Division a levee at Sons
of Temperance Hall. Ou Wednesday
evening
there will be

Hall, which

a

Prom Harper’s Ferry.

New York. Oct. 23.

public meetiug in the City
by Edward Cas-

The Times’Harper's Ferry dispatch states
that a reconnaisance to Hillsboro' by General

will be addressed

Geary, captured forty rebel cavalry, including
Major and Captain, and thirty horses.

well the Canadian orator, and other members
of the Division.

a

General Burnside is assigned to the general
of the defence of Harper’s Ferry, and
the 2d and 12th army corps are placed under
his orders for the present.

charge

We regret to learn, that one of the solleft by Col. Virgin, sick in tlte camp hos-

diers,
pital at Camp Abraham Lincoln, died yesterday, of typhoid fever; of which there still remain several soldiers sick, at that eatnp. With
the weather as cold as it was yesterday, these
sick soldiers ougiit to have more comfortable
quarters .say in the Marine,or City hospital,and
we hope somebody will cut red
tape and send

Prom Portress Monroe.

Fortress Monroe. Oct 23.
The Minnesota went to sea
yesterday ufter-

noou.

The flag of truce boats Metamora and New
York arrived to-day with upwards of 500
passengers. and not exceeding 100 paroled Union
far
less
number than was
prisoners—a

them there.

Obsequies.—The funeral of Captain Win.
T,. Haskell, of Co. G, Maine 7th, will take
place
with military ceremonies, at
Yarmouth, tomorrow at 10
y'clock, A. M. An escort front
the 7th, commanded
by Capt. H. K. Hill, w ill
leave the Grand Trunk
depot at quarter before
eight o'clock, to take part in the solemnities

still at Winchester.

Enemy

The Rebel Army massed in the Shenandoah Valley.

Destruction of the Baltimore & Ohio Bailroad.
Baltimore, Oct. 23.
The American’s special correspondence from
Harper’s Ferry says:—The troops of this divi-ion ol’tlie army of the Potomac are in great

glee to-day

the success of the expedition
which returned yesterday from its visit to
Loudon county, having driven out all the
guerillas between Harper’s Ferry and Leesburg, bringing back with them upwards of
fifty prisoners and thirty horses. The prisoners are all housed in one of the buildings on
the main street, near the gate of the arsenal,
and have been laying out in llie portico and
roof all day viewing the stirring scenes by
which they are surrounded. The rumors sent
forward from Washington every day or two.
tiiat the rebels are leaving Winchester, are
known here to be unfounded. <Ju the contrary, convalescents and stragglers from Richmond are being daily sent forward to Winchester, together with reinforcements of fresh
troops, indicate that there is no doubt that the
strength of the rebels in Virginia is being
massed in the Shenandoah Valley, and that
they have occupied the whole line of the Baltimore and Ohio Bailroad from Harper’s Ferry
to Paxton Cut.
From all that 1 can see and
learn, it is very evident that the low water in
the Potomac operates on the movements of
both armies. The rebels feel safe between
Murtiushurg and Winchester so long us tlie
Potomac is us easily fordable anywhere as a
running brook, and have no disposition to
leave tiie rich valley of the Shenandoah, whilst
Gen. McClellan is compelled to keep his army
over

4V...

I.,.

s

ed.

expect-

j

with stores for the reb-

The Iona,

TWENTY-SECOND MAINE REGIMENT

a tine iron
steamship, well known
highland tourists when she plied between
and
the
north-west coast ot Scotland,
Glasgow
was some time
ago purchased by persons fa-

New

The Drat I

in

So

a.

65 for eastern.

Beef—quiet; sales 100 bbl*; Country M *s 8*110
Pork—steady; »a.e* 1260 bbl s; mess 1850.
Lard steady ; sa.e* 726 bb * at 10) a 11).
Whiskey—drmer; sale* 1800 bb.s at 36 a 37.

MEXICO.

75.

TreighU

a

Schooner.

ail their tools. It is understood that
they have
skedaddled otf to rebeldnm.
Tlie steamer Guide arrived at Fortress Monroe at 4 o'clock 'his
afternoon, Iroin Newbern
22d, and immediately left lor Baltimore. Site
that
the
reports
gunboat Ellis, of the Newbern
squadron, W. 1). Cushing commanding, captured tiie British schooner Adelaide of Halifax,
on the 10th,in New Topsail inlet, twelve miles
from Wilmington, attempting to run the blockade, witli a cargo of cotton and turpentine
The vessel being aground it was
necessary to
destroy the vessel and cargo.
A large Union meeting w as holden at Beaufort on tile 21st. Eloquent speakers were present.
Resolutions endorsing the President's

passed.

Election.

Chicago, Oet. 23,
Full returns from the Iowa State election
are not yet in.
Enough, however, are received to make it probable that tin* Republican
State ticket is elected by from 8,1100 to lo.ooo
majority. The Republicans elect ail their
members of Congress.
Sale of Qold.
Buffalo, N. Y., Oct. 23.
A sale of $2000 in gold w*as made on Change
deliverable
in six months at 45 per
to-day,

cent,

premium.

Street, is

twenty-five years has the well known

OF

WALTER

COREY.

Furnished the mansions of the wealthy aud the

dwellings of

the

at

INV ITE ATTENTION TO
THEIR

STOCK OF NEW DRESS GOODS
FALL AND WINTER.

to Lot.

Office

Hobson's

on

THEY HAVE ALL THB

Wharf.

N

To Let.
the

northerly

ornor

ORoIco Stylo*

OCEAN INSURANCE CO.,
dtf

No. 27

at

To bt* Lei.

With increased facilities for

manufacturing,

he

can

furnish the

largest

WORK,

WITH

^so. 1

ra>

,h* “fW'

CWl m

r* n

TEMPLE STREET.
Haring

i

made

Xew

large additions

and

FALL AND
He

most

TO

—

WINTER

respectfully solicit,

s

WEAR,

share of pabile pat-

sep26isdfcw4w

ronage.

Orders,

of

Deferable Goods,
ADAfTfD

—

COUPONS,

Town A'ote* and

bo found Elsewhere in the State.

weu’i^htA/’sS.0,

ini

AND

9

OOODS,

VIF-GS leave to inform the pnbli. that b« baa

Corporation. Bonds,

(Or made, at short notice, to anv pattern customers
may direct,)
can

DRY

THE Three-storv Brick Dwelling flouse
ami Lot. No.91 lligh Street. The house
is in perfect repair throughout, with
good drain, furnace and cisterns, an ex-celleut cellar.and t!»e best of well water.
--v
It« built and finished in modern style,with
gas.hatfling room, waterworks, and all modern improvements,
and is situated in one of the most desirable locations
in the city. For terms apply to
H. P. DEANE,
*ep2i*eo4dtf
50 state Street.

TOWN

—

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

For Sale or To Let.

assortment of

Dealer
”

~

POWER,

CUSTOM-MADE
Than

Retail

a

Enquire or

With good workmen and thoroughly seasoned stock,

PRICES.

EDWIN A. 1URHETT,

70 Brackett Street—a desirable llonsc
containing 11 rooms—gas throughout, good
water, large garden, and all the couveuienSo.

STEAMERS

stand,

LOW

removal.

J

52 and 54 Exchange Street,

VERY

Corner of Congress and Preble
Btreets.
October 2. 18(52.
4w

genteel residence.
U. F VARNt'M,
Commercial Street, head of Widgerv's Wliarf
Oc21 dSn-ia

MERCHANT SHIPS,

BY STEAM

MW

tor

THE SEASON,

OF

Exchange St.

utes walk of the Post office. Rent not to
exceed from ?15d to 175 per annum.
Address Box 42, Post Office, or
apply at the Counting Room of the Daily Press,Fox Block.
Portland, June 23.
distf

ces

Fabric*
—AND—

of l.ime amt
the market. Kent c w

at office of

e w

cor-

ANTED—Convenient tenements for the
accommodation of two small families, iu l
respectable localities, and within ten min-

J

**

ROBINSON Sr CO.

Free

Street, head of Hobson'» Wharf
ON Commercial
Inquire of J. H. HAMLEN,

[_

quality and
place in ihe

other

-FOB-

Cooper’s Shop
sepltf

widTSd

pn^iuiXl'b'04k0W *80<to: c*n *"<'

JAMES FURBISH.

tf

v,

ftr

«"•'

city

The premises may be exany time. For further particto

August 9th, 1862.

«»

SEASONABLE GOODS,

*

C. W.
56

v_

ocrunia/i

prepared

NEW AND

immediately.
fc:uiued

the store recently

*rt*«» JLOWPR,C**“,h»
P’*rch»»«d, »« any

ol

corner

No

G O W E L L,

***}• 8trrtJ

be let, ami possession given

to

^ularts apply

lowly,

PUBLIC HOUSES,

THE

And taken

B.

^rap"biLt"wahr'-“w*ll“,heir

House to Lei.

Purchaser? for Cash may rest assured that goods

bought at

flour

to

115.
cotton | ji

Liivipooi—dfoopiug;
a
10)d.

nominal; grain 9]

this house will be

mnde

tory in price and quality.

perfectly satisfac-

Jd;

I

Spring Beds,

phd.irrT Work Allrndrd

la

:

New York. Oct. 23.
Second Hoard—Stocks s.eady; Chicago v Rock Island 81); Chicago, liurhngioi/lt punier M6; t.a ena
k Chicago 88]; Illinois Central
scrip TO); Michigan
Southern gua.anteeii 8I4; do Southern
44j; New
^uik t eutia! 106; Erie 68); Harlem
21): Hu<i*on

6*j;

Mich ga.i Central xH); i'acihc Mai. 121); American (io.«t 1S2*; t > L. iuai <1 Notes 1271;
Treasury
7 3-Piths 105; V. S. 6’s of 1H*1 C oupou* H8.

;
f <<rrr«pondence of the Frew.
Now and Then.

j

Mu. Editor:
1’h.oe pan along to the
i Charleston Mercury ax an appendix to Mr.
James Brooks* speech recently delivered at
the ratification democratic meeting in New
York, and published with cominendatiou by
—

that paper, the following extract of a letter
written by the same gentleman from Charles-

All the

We have been so fortunate as to read some
of the advanced sheets of the above work now

publication by Hailey <£ Noyes,
truly say that we were much interestits perusal. The author, the Hon. WilWillis, was the right man in the right

We know of no other person in Maine
familiar with her early juridical history, now
well qualified in all respects to neat with

aa

aaaal.

And

judgment

in the

use

of

feel assured that his labors will
be appreciated not only by the descendants of
those whose lives lie has sketched by the memwe

bers of tlie bar, but by all who take
est in tlie days lang syne.”

an

AMI DON

upwards
Twelve Hundred Thousand Dollar*.

Economy—Care

you the

.State

of

Maine.

n i: t uoro lit a a

! m>-lNG

SALOON.

14 and 16 Exchange Street,

AMOS SMITH,
OF

ROAST.
Roast Beef..25
Roast Lamb. .18
Roast Chickeu.21
Broiled Chicken.87

••

:.

ROILED
Cold Pr’dCorned Beef, 18
Boiled Mutton, with
Caper Sauce.26 Beef's Tougues.18
Boiled Ham,.18 Mutton Chop.18

Tea,.6
Porter,.6

Open every Sunday from 8 to 1. and from 2 to
of the war to suppress the rebellion,” and in
5 o’clock.
jul29dtf
|
his letter of acceptance of tlie nomination lie
Flour, Oil, Sugar, IVas Ac.
said:
your nomination, I think
proper to say that it elected 1 will sustain the
government in putting down the lebcllion, and
in its efforts to restore the Union and enforce
the laws; and that 1 will, to the extent of my
power, support the constitution in all its re-

quirements.”

Col. Joint H.

Gage,

one

of the most

enterprising and honorable citizens of Nashua,
was very seriously
injured on Monday, while
on a
hunting expedition in Franklin, accompanied by a lew friends. From an unaccountable cause his piece was discharged .lodging the
contents in his face and neck, and producing a
terrible wound.

He

probably beyond hope

was

at

last

of recovery.

r

BURNHAM gives

SLIlCHED nil IlCi, fin Htl STUttS,

Street

niLMClII CASTAS, WIT■ KIISTKiri,

he is

Of various descriptions.
ALL FROJI A O Nos. 1 TO «.

noat

ALSO OX BAXD

business

Middle M..

I

prepared to execute

KiMT BARRELS Indiana Family Flour.
500
Ohio Extra
P rtlaud Kerosene Oil.
GOO
Lard and Whale Oil.
Mecca Lubricating do.—a very
superior article for Machinery.
150
Crushed, t.ianulated and Powdered Sugars
lOO
Coffee Crushed do.
flhda. Muscovado
do.
2000 Casks \ails.
GOO Halt Chests Oo. Tea.
200 Boxes Tobacco.
For sa'e bv

In India Ink. Water,
Special attention paid
types, Ambrotvpes. Ac.

The
in his

to

or

St. Peter Street,
Oct.

which he is
notice.

Sfir*Sick

_

copying old Daguerreo-

THOS. G. LORING,
Apotheoar

CartoM do Visit**,”

—

deceased

persons' pictures taken at

their residence.

The largest collection (of Pictures of the various
kinds) iu the city may Ik* seen at his Reception Room,
Middle Street, up oue short flight of stairsfopposite Casco Bank.
Rooms free to all for examination of

J. I

j
1

Specimens.

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.

C'opar!ii«*r*hi|> Notice,
filHE undersigned have this day formed
JL nership under the firm name of

for the purpose of

carrying

a

no*

it

Bounty None), Bark Pay,

3100
(opart*

"Waite,

And Pensions.
mHE undersigned i* prepared to obtain from the
I X United Mate* Government, flOObounty Money,
| back 1‘ay. &c., for heirs of Officers or Soldiers dying

the

on

;

iu the U. S. service.

BUSINESS,

ommerciai

Invalid

Ponslona

to

li. WAITE.

oclS d3w*

SOMETH IXCS

\E\Y.

received,

;

POOR

Procured for widows or children oi Officers and Soldier* who have died while in the service of the United State*.
Prize Money, Pension*. Bounty and Back Pay m.
looted for Seamen and their heirs.
Fee*, for each Pension obtained. Fire Dollars.
All Claims against the Government will rteo
prompt attention.
Post Office address

BETH C. BEED1

at

Theoelebrated HASHEESH CANDY.and MADAM
DUPONT’S PERFUMES.

REFERENCES:

Hon. Lot M.

octTtf

Morrill.

lion. James li

FinM.

Hon

Importers

&

PROVISIONS

tieo. W. Woodman,
Seth B. Mersey,

Woodman,

Charles Bailey.

J. p. DAVIS.

Wanted immediately,

25 GOOD COAT MAKERS.

ttuarki'ry!

I

in MOOTHCK way.
Bead a .etter which 1 will send
you if you wnl send me a postpaid euveiope bearing
jour addiess. Direct to
EDWARD 11 TRAYER.
Lock Box, Boston, Mass.
ocHd&wSm

Eaton

Boarding

WINTER

School.

SESSION.

Winter Session of the Eaton Boarding School
for Boys, located at Kent’s Hill. Keadtield, Me.,
will commence Monday, Nov. lOlli, lS02,and continue

THE

dk' CO„

Dealers la

Alfred

aug20dkwtf

wtfl7

EARNESTLY caution all young men suffering
from Nervous
Debility, Ac’, against endangering
their health by patronizing any of the advertising
quacks. You can fully recover oj the methods used
by the Advertiser, anil bj hundreds of otheis, and

ocl8 3wd& w

TKl’E

and Wholesale

No*. 54 and 56 Middle Street, Portland.

No. 3 I’liiou Wharf, Portland.
octTdA

Hall.

1A.UFACTI KIRS AM JOBBIRS OF CL0TB1M,

Dealer* in

C. D. BROWN'.

B

Nathan Dane.
State treasurer.

Foreign and Domestic Dry Goods,

Produce Commission Merchants

FLOUR

Joseph

lion

.Blaine,
wl4tf

WOODMAA,

BROWN & DAVIS,
And Wholesale

Augusta. Xe.

(Office No. 9 State Hou«e.)

No. 75 Fox Block,

NEW

or

disabled hv sickness contracted while in the serric*
of the United States, in the line of duty.

WILLIAM GOOLD,

Portland, Oct. 1«5, 1952.

Pensions,

Established for Officers and Soldiers, wounded

Nireei^

Head of Long Wharf, where the? are
execute all orders promptly and faithful!?.
A

,

SHOULDER BRACES and ELASTIC STOCK1X08 constantly on hand.
ocl8
PTITa Poor liberally considered.

octTtf

SAIL-MAKING

y

—

Devotee personal attention to the application of
TRUSSES to Adult!) and Children.

P. BUKNHAM.

Goold &

and

PRACTICAL TRUSS FITTER,

prepared to make satisfactory at short
or

QUEBEC.

11—dm

Trusses ! Trusses ! Trusses !

Oil Color*.

subscriber has made some important changes
Rooms, which facilitate the making of the
**

CORDAGE, *C„

For sale by

LE MESURIER k CHAMPION,

PHOTO GRAPHS

1IKRSEY, FLETCHER* CO.,
159 Commercial, coruer Cuion Street.

Oak Mouldings.
lowest cash prices, in quantities to suit the
twenty weeks.
xV trade. Ship Mouldings made ami finished to ;
The best of reference can be given. Please send
accounts
I ?rder by
MORRISON CO.,
U. M. EATON A SON.
for aCircu'ar.
Market Square.
Keat s iiiil, Oct. 13, 1*52.
ocl7 d2w
A T

ROPE

From Minature to Life sue,

••

Oilt, liosewood. Black Walnut and

80LT

UttMSStS Of EVERY DE'fP.IPTIOV,

CROSMAN Sr

PUDDINGS.
acceptance letters
PASTRY.
RELISHES.
thing, then some of those members of Con- ) Custard Pie.6 Tomatoes.6
Pie.6
Cucumbers.6
gress elected in place of republicans, will not
Apple
desert tlie cause of the country, or make con- ;i Squash Pie,.8 Onions.6
Mince Pie,.8 Squash,.6
cessions to the demands of rebels. For example: Mr. Grow has been defeated in PennDRINKS.

accepting

SAIL CLOTH.
(A substitute for Cotton.)

st he has resumed
raer p ace. No.

Codfish,.15
Halibut.16

EXTRA DISHES.

Coffee.8
Draught Ale,.6

sepUsodSw

PHOTOGRAPHS.

platforms, resolutions,
and professions mean any-

Mr. Dennison elected in his
convention that nominated Mr.
D. resolved in favor of "a vigorous prosecution

Goods than he has in store,
k# The public nre invited to call and examine

d»f

Have

a

Exchange
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Proprietor.

ORDER.
Beef Steak,.26
Ham and Eggs,.25
Fried Mackerel,- .15

Ibr

rmirt

From many rear,' experience In nuking selections,
be claim, that the market doas not aSbrd mors

have taken the loft formerly occupied by Wm.
Goold,

FARE:

superior

Paletots,

Elegant, Fashionable and Substantial

prepare^

BILL

are

Dress and Frock ('oats.

HA T.

and

PORTLAND.

theee

Great Coats,

Pantaloons and Tests.

s«pt r. ism.

Risks, and Safe Inrestfounts, characterise its management.

Office No.74 Middle »t.,opposite Po*totIice.
Portland, Oct. 17, 18tJ2.
ocl7 d&w

RECENT IMPORTATIONS.

1141,1. L. D 4 VIS,

in its

It Is a purely mutual company, alt its
proft» being
divided among its m« mbor* aununllv.
In addition to all the various !orro« of Whole
Lire, short Ieum, Endowment and Annuity
policies which it issues, we invite special attention to
a neirfraturr in Life Insurance introduced hr this
Company some two v «*ars since, viz: the issuing of

LATEST STALES
-op-

IVew Works !

It is one of the Oldest, Safest and most
Successful
Lite Companies iu the Cnited States, and affords to
to participate iu the benefit* of Lite
wishing
persons
Insurance, ad* ant a/** not excelled, and in some respects not equalled by any other iu this country.
Strict

WI.au, embracing

THE MOST

genteel hat try tha

TWO MILLIONS AND A QUARTER.
Company has paid since its organization to
THIS
WidowOrphan* and C red i tors of the Assured,
of

ITREE1?

w,th *» nMortmaat of Goods

sepl5—6w

If democratic

”In

and

Army Regulations.

inter-

We learn that tlie work will be issued by

sylvania, and
place, but the

easy fitting

an

CASEY'S U. S. TACTICSJ

subject

lie has taken in hand. It is
evident that lie has been untiring in his investigations. He evinces deep research, an abunit.

SHAW’S,

New York l.ife Inaiirance Comp'jr,
Established in 1645—Net Capital ovsr

place.

the

THE

Among
If you want

Mutual Life Insurance.

in course oi
and can

ability

for Fall

Middle Street.
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B.—SHIP FCRXITtRE mid. to ord.r
October 1st, 1862.
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General Agent

so

HAS

*£?’
for FALL

upon

AT

WARREN SPARROW.

“Law nad Lawyers.”

so

leading styles

wear now

X

Consistency.

liam

W*. 187 MIDDLE

CAPS.

A

&-c.

the Portland Advertiser, in INK):
I
“I have no doubt that If South Carolina had
Life Policies not subject to Forfeiture.
no slave*, her
population, with her rich staple*,
and upon which tire premiums cease at the end often
would be the wealthiest in America a* a mass,
years, w hereby under any and aU circumstances the
for small farms and divided labor would then
money pa:d cannot be lost, but the original design of
take the place of her present feudal system.— : the nssuied
b»‘ attaii <il, either in whole or iu part, in
Thu*, 1 think, it is 110 difficult ta*k to con- exact proportion to the amount of premium paid.
N " Iretter evidence is needed of the pros|n*iitv and
vince public opinion at the South, that slavery
; success of this Uompanv than tire fart shown bv the
paralyses public energy and keeps stare recently published
oftcial reports, viz: that
States behind free States. For once convince
IT ISSUED A LARGER XEMBER OF LIFE
the public, and such is beginning to be the
POLICIES DERIXO THE YEARim.THAX
impr -***ion, that slavery is an evil, not only a
AXY OTHER COM PAX Y IX THE
1
morol evil, but an evil sapping the very foundaEXITED STATES.
tion of State prosperity—and soon,
very soon,
Further information will be cheerfully tarnished
I with the life and enterprise now abroad in the
on application by mail or otherwise to
world, the people who are subject to the evil,
will make an attempt to be rid of it.”
ton to

ed in

MERCHANT TAILOR,

NEW EDITION OF

Stock Market.

I

WILLUJl C. BECKETT,

Press Oflloe.

Thr Best of Extension Tables, Ac.

Spiral

Promptly Executed

HATS

USUAL,

At this season of the year,

—AT THE—

■w-

j

and

Neatly

At this establishment may be found an extensive as
sort men t of E’egant and Plain Furniture, of the
most desirable styles, comprising Kfch and
Medium Priced Drawing Hoorn. Parlor
and Chamber Furniture, of everv description. Feather Beds and M'attresses of all kinds. Common
Furniture, hairs. Looking Glasses, Ac.

AS

PRINTING,

a*

tlie tiret of December.

Fortress Monroe, Oct. 22.
All the machinists at Portsmouth, Va., 30
in number, have suddenly disappeared with

the

DWELLING-HOUSE.

—---

65.000 lbs eastern

dance of material and

Capture and Destruction of

!

Parris Street*.
Please '■ill and examine for
yourselves.
30.
d8w
Aug.
C P. KIMBALL.

Rosewood and Gilt Mirrors.

Coffee—firm: sales luOO bags Rio 27; 800 do Santos
26.
Molasses—quiet; sales 20 hhds Forto Rico at 49; 10

do iiaibadoe* 43.
Naval store*—quiet
Tallow—quiet; sales

Washinoton, Oct. 23.

From Newbern, N. C.

th&u

FURNITURE HOUSE

Sugars—lirm ; sales Ooobhd*; New Or cans 10'a
11; Muscovakadu0) <£10; Manilla—sales 7600 bags at

of a Steamboat Boiler.

were

more

AND NOW,

New York Market.
New York, October 23.
active; sales 1U00 bates at GO .5, Sic for
middling upland*,.
Flour—sales 139,000 bbls: State and Western 10c
lower; Superfine State 0 20 « 6 30; Extra Mate 6 50
7 25; Western 6 20
@6 75; Round Hoop Ohio 7 20
(£ 7 00; Southern unchanged; sales 8u0 bb.*; Mixed
to good 6 75 & 7 25;
Fancy and Extra 7 85 «*, 9 00:
Canada dull; sales 300 bbl*: Extra 6 60 u 8 00.
Wheat—1 a 2c lower; sales 234,600 bushe s; Chicaspring 1 17 a, 126; Milwaukee club 123 n 120;
;ed Winter Western 136a; 1 40.
Corn—unchanged; sa.es 07.000 bushels; Mixed
Western 67 '• 6b tor shipping; 60 for very choice do;

at

proclamation

For

At the old

Cotton—less

Exchange

Skednddling,

nement No

on

Street,

•lock of

S.

FOB SALE.
undersigned offers for sale, cnEAP, the Dwelloccupies,

GOODS,

WonM inform the pnbiic that
baring purchas'd the

ELIZABETH L. JONES.
oct$eod3w
ou the premises

now

SON,

and Domestic

ISO Wi<t<ile

Apply

THE
ing House, he
Cumberland and

A

IE-

A5D ALL OTI1ER KI5DS OF

Coin atand.

.Harhinists

RRY

tc

TENEMENTS WANTED.

Not of Maine only, but of other States, with article,
of Furniture suited to their variou. u ama.

Philadelphia, Oct. 23.
There will be no races Friday. Blackbird
has been withdrawn on account of
being
matched in two races against Idlewild for
$20,000, next spring, three mile heats in Philadelphia and four mile heats in New York.
The City Council have passed a resolution
requesting the Mayor to ask the postponement
of draft, so as to till up the requisite number
with volunteers, to whom a bounty of $200 is
to be given in addition to the
government
bouuty.

Foreign

street.

n

LOVELL
—dealeks

£DW. NUlTER

Westerly Half of the Double T
17 Watsnifte Street,
THE
to

York, Oct.

Philadelphia.

Low

let

43 Uni

Streets, directly lacing

between Blackbird and
Idlewild.

be

of

C.

House for Sale.

Enquire

AST)

Match Race

General XIcClellaii to still retain

FROM

Will

Octl5—eod3w

Y K A R S.

.»

310,000.

FROM WASHINGTON.

Explosion

2

H.

ciTT—ven’ desnable dis

Inquire

commodious (lumber in
THE
nerof the
brick block,
Milk

23.
The 22d Maine regiment, and the 14th Vermont regiment, arrived her a to-day, and were
served with hot rations by Col. Howe, and left
for Washington. The 27th Connecticut regiment arrived this morning, and was forwarded by Col. Aliny.
The 152d New York regiment also left to-day, making over 4000 soldiers from this city to-day.
Two buildings on West street,both occupied
in tlie lower stories by liquor shops, and the
upper floors by poor families, were destroyed
by lire to-day. Twenty-eight families were
burnt out by the disaster. There were several
narrow escapes, but no lives lost.
Loss about

stroyed.

on

pleasant STREETS of the
tance tor a business ma;..
the right texaxt.

Sept. 15,1862.

ami it is evidently impossible for
on the rebels in force.
Should lie
attempt to mass his army for this purpose, the
rebels would cross again into Maryland above
and be back again to Virginia by the time lie
reached them. So soon, however, as we havea heavy rain storm sufficient to add two or
three feet to the depth of the current, no
doubt the commanders of both armies will
show their hands. The recommendation of
Gov. Letcher to destroy the Baltimore and
Ohio Railroad has, so far as I can learn, lieen
carried out to the full extent from Harper's
Ferry to a distance of ten or twelve miles beyond Martinsburg. One entire track lias lieen
taken up between Harper’s Ferry and Martinsburg. Fires have been seen at night along
the track of the road, indicating that the ties
have been taken lip and burned, as well as all
the water stations and other property. This
is especially the ease at the foot of North
Mountain, from whence the rails are also said
to have been carried off. It is also reported
that they are tilling up Paxtou’s Cut by blowing up rocks and burying rails with many feet
of stone and earth. Numerous biidges along
this portion of the road have also been de-

Commissioner
of Prisoners.

Sow

DRY GOODS.

TO LKT.
THE House No. 12 Maple street,
(being 3c
liouse from Pleasant street,( in
thorough re
.^air, water tank in attic to supply bathin*
room ami wash-bowl, set in
chamber, iargf
_bnck ci.Mern in ce'Iar, gas all over tiio house
even convenience desirable.
Oak of tke moai

running

Serious Fire—Twenty-Eight Families
Burned out.

him to move

Appointment of a

vorable to the Confederate cause, for the
purthe blockade. She left Glaspose of
on
Thursday, and proceeded to Gourrock
•ay to adjust her compasses previously to her
departure for America. She was there run iuto by the Chanticleer, a line new vessel which
was
returning from her trial trip preparatory
to her going out to her station in China.
The
Chanticleer first grazed with her starboard
the right paddle-box of the Iona, then struck
her about a dozen feet nearer the stern,
carrying away her alter funnel and mainmast, and
cutting her right through the centre, to withiii
two feet of her left side.
The collision took place at 10 minutes
past
7, and Hie two vessels remained in contact for
half an hour, hanging to eacii other. It was
apparent, however, from the damage done to
the Iona that she would soon sink. Accordingly the whole of the crew were moved to the
Chanticleer, and the two vessels were then
separated. Not long afterwards the Iona went
down in water 150 feet deep. She was heavily laden witii stores for the confederate government.
The damage done to the Chanticleer was inconsiderable.

FOR SALE & TO LET

new

thirty miles,

Iowa

‘From Washington this morning we
learn that peace proposals Imre indeed been
made to our Government, containing, too, the
signatures, apparently, of the relief chiefs at
Richmond.
It turns out, however, that the
document, signatures aud all, was the work of
some adroit forger, who sought by this means
either to try the temper of the. Administration
or
to affect the stock market.
We presume
of the occasion.
; the forged document will receive precisely the
same kind and amount of attention from the
Mails for Europe,per
steamship Hiber- authorities that would have
been received by a
nian, will close at the Post Office in this city,
genuine documcn t of similar purport.—[New
•t 12 M, to-day.
I York Times, Oct. 22.

steamship Iona, laden
els, was sunk:—

PrArie.

.V

..

■

County.—
complete,

Rebels,

Cairo, Oct. 23.
In consequence of the information that two
thousand rebels, supposed to l>e a part of
Jackson’s cavalry, were advancing for the
purpose of attacking our force on the Tennessee shore, opposite Island No. 10.
They were
landed last night and transferred to the Island.
All the property was removed in safety.
Gen. Kosecranz issued an order at Corinth
on the
18th,saying that all officers and sold'ers
absent without a pass from their division commanders, are to he arrested, tile soldiers to be
contined on bread and water and the officers
sent to the commanders of their
regiments,
under a guard, and to be reported to the commanding General of the army. Sutlers must
join their regiments with their goods in four
days or have their goods confiscated. Persons
not employed in business will be arrested as
spies and treated accordingly. Newsboys,
pedlers, Ac., are warned to close their business
immediately or have their goods confiscated.
All establishments must be closed at 10 P. M.,
and all persons on the streets alter half past 10
will be arrested and conHtied in guard house
until morning.
Steamer Kavenit reports all quiet at Memphis. The rebels have retreated to Grand

Harper's

Acting assistant surgeon Burhart lias been
ordered to the sloop-of-war Dale, and pay master Edward Foster to the Ossipee.
Ex-Gov. Randall, of Wisconsin, has been
npiMiinted first assistant Post-Master General,
to supply tlie vacancy occasioned by the resignation of John A. llassoti, member of Congres* elect tfutn Iowa.
Lieut. Col. Ludlow, aid de ramp to Gen.
Successful Cavalry Expedition,
Dix, 1—ft here to-day under orders from the
lit \j>qi Anrr:n* Army Potomac,!
War Department lor Aiken’s Landing, Va., to
October 23. A. M
(
Yesterday afternoon I 'apt. Duncan made a meet tile Commissioners on the part of the
Confederates, with orders for tile purpose of
rceouuois.ilwe to Hager-idle, witb two squadthe exchange of Federal prisoners,
ron* of 4th Pennsylvania
cavalry, numbering effecting
This is tlie same officer to whom were deliv140 nu n. Capt. Duncan drove tbe rebel pickered lour thousand prisoners at the same place
et* into the town, and then charged the main
body of tl»’ rebels, taking nineties prissMiers, ou the 7th <and -*I-t of last month.
Richard
McCormack has resigned his pee
including three ofllrriw. They all belonged to
sltion of Chief Clerk of the Department of
tin* loth Virginia cavalry.except a Lieut, from
Agi icullure, having accepted the Union nomtin* 2d S. t’. regiment.
None of Capt. Duuination for C'otigrvai in the first district of
ean's men were hurt.
New Voik. and entered upon the cam a*.
The deMrtK-'ion to the property tielonging
C'ipkC. II. Dyer, A*-i. Adj. Gen. of Volunto the Baltimore A Ohio Railroad has within
teer*. and Lieut. i\ A. Hartwell, 11th United
the past few day* been made complete.
Suti * Infantry, have been ordered to report
to Gen. Hank*, for
temporary duty ou his *tafT.
Rebels Retreating from Kentucky.
Oapt. M a no field, 2d \Yi*cou*iu volunteer*, ha*
New VoltK. Oct. 21.
! been released iron* arrest on recommendation
The Herald’s Cincitu ati dispatch states that
of Gen. king, and ordered to join hi* regiGen. Humphrey Mar-hail's rebel force i- rement.
treating from Mount Sterling towards Ea-t
By direction of the President, first Lieut.
Tenne-see.
lli- army numbers atmut 3,000.
Fred tick Dodge, 6th cavalry,!* dropped from
We have a force in pur-uit, but as M ir-hillthe roll* ol the army.
m*ui are mounted he w ill doubtless
Little il any importance is attached to ruescape.
Gen. Bragg'- rebel anti I* moving through
mor*
which are occasionally received here
< mnbeiiand Gap.
Gen. Buell ha* ceased the
and elsewhere that Gen. McClellan is to l>e
pursuit and i» lying with the main force at superseded by Gen. Hooker in command of
Grab Orchard.
the army of the Potomac. Inquiry ha* been
In another week no regular force will be in
made to-day in usually well intbrmed circle*,
[
Kentucky, and a new disposition will be made but nothing is known whatever to give any
of tiiu immense army.
basis for such report*. Beside*, Gen. Hooker
; ha* not yet sufficiently recovered from the
of hi* wound to lake the field.
effects
Gen. Sigel Reinforced.
A number of merchant* and other business
Pint..vtiEi.mil a, Oct. 22.
1
men, arc urging the executive to take such
The Washington Star says the following
measure* as will speedily open the entire Mishave
regiments
ju-t joined Gen. Sigel's com- sissippi river to commerce. It is tielieved that
mand:—The lloth. 114th. Lilith, 154th and !
plan* with that view a e under consideration.
157th V w York: .'kid Massachusetts,anil 26th
.UfAIVU
N1U»»
VI'IH'JIMIIIU IIVL- IIUIU
Wisconsin regiments. The K2d Illinois Regithat the constituted authorities then* are
ment is on the way, and w ill probably joim
making the la*«t preparations in their power
him to-day. Such facts a* these are u sufficient
to resist the further invasion of the
country
answer to the fault finding to the effect that
by tlic French.
Gen. Sigel lias not been properly reinforced.
The James Gray, plying between WashingGen. Sigel yesterday moved Ids command to
ton ami Alexandria, exploded her boiler while
vriiwcwm., aim tsiair
lying at llie wharf at the latter eity, this mornlishcd his headquarters there.
ing. slightly injuring the captain and killing a
fireman.

to Deer

papers ou board it was evident that she bad
been into Halil;,a,mud iherr,probably, had sold
the cargo of cod-fish and mackerel she had

taken;

on

Rebel Iron Clads.
New York, Oct. 23.
Capt. Smith, of the schooner ElImore, which
was burned by tbe rebels on tbe Potomac river a short*time since, and who was taken to
Richmond, but since released, has arrived here.
He reports that while on the way down James
River. In- saw Merrimac No. 2. with steam up.
He could not see the entire vessel, only the
forward part of her, but is confident that she
is near completion.
The frames of two other
iron clads are in a forward state, and there are
two gunboat* in the basins; they are, however. small affairs.
A CoutrevlUe correspondent states that away
from the track of the two armies, the crops
are as large and the fanners are as
prosperous,
to all outward appearance,as they were before
the rebellion.

and crew.

t'aptain *nd

between
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the officers of the Keveuoe Cutter, that site
was at anchor in our harbor, and abandoned

Tbe

.»_

Nashville Repulsed.
Louisville, Oct. 22.
On Sunday Gen. Forrest, with a considerable force of rebel cavalry, commenced crossing the Cumberland Biver, whose advance,
1000 strong, encamped on the Gallatin pike,
seven miles north of Na-hvillo.
Gen. Ncgley
immediately despatched Col. Miller with a detachment to intercept the rebels. He attacked
them on Monday at daylight and drove them
in great confusion across the river. But few
were kilted or wounded.
A nuinhei of rebels
including one Colonel, were taken prisoners.
At Richmond. Humphrey Marshall, during
the exodus of ills troops, said to an eminent
Kentucky jurist“We did not care anything
about your people, but we did want your territory. Even that however is not worth two
drops of Confederate blood.-’

eternal home.

daughter, the
His body is to

...»

Guerillas

Ferry and Leesburg.

j

4.

the

The Collision on the Clyde.—The
London Times gives the following account of
the collision on the Clyde, by which the iron

to

showing

that the rebel army was really retreating from
Kentucky, instead of marching on Louisville.
After expressing surprise that such false rumors of brilliant victories should
have got
into circulation, the Whig adds:—This retroDeath of Quartermaster Waterhouse.
grade movement has profoundly disappointed
The large circle of frieuds and acquaintand mortified our people, and dashed the fond
ances of Mr. Jacob Thatcher Waterhouse,
hopes they had Idrmed of liberating Kentucky
Quartermaster of the 17th Maine Regiment, and Tennessee. We had expected, and reawill receive the tidings of his death with sadsuitably expected from Bragg's magniflcient
army something more than a mere excursion
It oecured in Washington Wednesday
ness.
to the neighborhood of the Ohio
river, and
night. Although, in some measure, prepared something
more than fruitless marches and
j
to receive such afflicting intelligence, from the
j barren battles. We had anticipated from Gen.
tenor of the dispatches received on Tuesday, | Bragg something more than boastful orders to
atiil tlie hope was lingering that he would yet i hi- troops and sounding proclamations to the
people beyond the Ohio. We formed exalted
be spared. But the Hat had gone forth, and it
hopes of the great expedition which he led
is left for us to mourn, though we must not
across the Tennessee river, and nearly
up to
the suburbs of Louisville. His long delay at
murmur at the just decrees of an all wise
his hesitating at Chattanooga, and his
Tupello.
Providence.
tardy advance iuto Kentucky has shaken the
Tlie deceased was highly respected in this
public confidence—but few were willing to
community. For some years he had been condemn so long as an opportunity yet remained lor the consummation of the great obCashier in the Post office in this city, a post
jects of the campaign. It is nil over now—
which he filled to the satisfaction of everythe Kentucky movement in the hands of Bragg
On the organization of the 17th
body.
has turned out to lie simply a lizzie—no other
Maine Kregiincnt the office of Quartermaster
word can so appropriately decide it. It has
from the beginning to the end a brilliant
was tendered to him, without any
application been
blunder and a magulilcent failure.
on his part, and after some deliberation lie accepted it, and entered upon the duties with all
From New Orleans.
that zeal and ardor whicb he had ever maniNew Yobk, Oct. 23.
fested iu his undertakings. In truth, he did
The brig II. Halleck, from Metamnra, retoo much—lie overworked himself—but Waports the rebel schooner Tw o Sisters, with the
rebel (lag flying, entered the harbor of Metaterhouse was not the man to slum anything
mora. but skedaddled on seeing the gunboat
which lie thought it devolved upon him to
Albatross there.
The Albatross soon overperform, and be gave his personal attention to hauled and coptured her, sending her a prize
to Key West.
The steamer Cambria from Xew Orleans
diers was concerned. That regiment will miss
12tb, lias arrived.
him and will mourn his loss deeply.
The True Delta of the Oth states that the
/-..
«
In the powerful revivals of religion in ’57
off
and ’58, Mr. Waterhouse was one of the subSt. Joseph Island, and twelve of the passengers and crew were lost, including Lieut.
jects, and be made a profession of bis faith, Sherburne
of the 13th Maine regiment. Twentbe
church
of
Rev.
Dr. Carrutliers.
Joining
ty-one were saved, some of whom were seFrom that time to the day of his departure
verely scalded. The gunboat Calhoun und a
from among us, lie was ever active in tbe cause
yacht, in which was Gen. Butler, saved the
survivors.
The Ceres was totally destroyed
of his Master. He was prepared to die. To
by the explosion and fire.
the writer of this, he said, a day or two before
Four hundred exchanged rebel prisoners
the regiment left Portland, “I know that
Imvc I let'll sent to Baton Bunge, ami eightymy
four
Federal prisoners brought down.
Redeemer iiveth, and that be is able and willGalveston papers received at New Orleans
ing to take care of me. He knowetb what is state that several
attacks have been made on
best for me, whether to live or to die, and to
Corpus t’htisti by our gunboats, nearly every
Him I commit myself and family.” Such w as
bouse being perforated by -hot and shell, tint
only one person killed. The gunboats were
his unfaltering trust, and w ho can doubt his
replied to by Hie batteries and hauled off.
glorious death. He has exchanged a world of
a

Attack Expected from

ORDER FROM GEN. ROSECRANZ.

Disappointment of the Rebels.
Philadelphia. Oet. 22.
The Richmond Whig of the 2dth contains
an editorial, from which it
appears that the
rebels have later news from Kentucky regard-

gument for the prosecution, and had proceeded
but a short time when Court adjourned to
Friday morning at 9 o’clock.
Judge Davis expects to come in at the close
of this ease and proceed with the business.

trouble and care for

An

---

argument for the defence, occupy ing nearly
three hours. Mr. Vinton commenced his ar-

an
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FROM ISLAND NO. lO.

Inquire at
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WOODMAN. TRITE * CO.

_____

PLEASURE

PARTIES.
visiting the Islands,supplied

with stores at the shortest notice.
I^XCIRSIONTSTS
Orders solicited.
A

180

Fare Street

Portland.

arar

foot of

C ALDER WOOD k
Juns 28.

Exchange.
BECKETT.
dtf

Wanted.
Six or eight Shook makers immediately to work
Dressed Shook, to whom steady employment will
be given, aud the highest priees paid.
A. P. MORSE,
Apply to
Boston, Mast
sepJo—dJtwlin
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How to keep him.
“Out again to-night?” said Mrs. llayes fretfully, as her husband rose from the tea table
and donned Ids great coat.
“Yes, I have an engagement with Moore;
will lie in early; leave a light in the library.
Good-night,” and with a careless nod, William
Hayes left the room.
“Always tile way,” murmured Lizzie Hayes,
sinking back upon a sofa; “out every night.
I don't believe be cares one bit about me now,
and yet we’ve btyn married but two years.
No man could have a more orderly house, I'm
sure; and I never go anywhere: I am not a
bit extravagant. Oil’dear! why is it? 1 was
not rich; be did not marry me lor money,and
ha must have loved me then—why does lie nowtreat me with so much neglect? And with
her mind Hilled with such Iretful queries, Lizzie Hayes fell asleep on the sofa.
Let me print a picture as she lay there.—
She was a blond, with small graceful figure,
and a very pretty face. The hair,which showed by Its rich waves its tendency to curl, was
brushed smoothly back, and gathered into a
rich knot at the hack, “it was such a bother to
curl it,” she said; her cheek was pale, and her
whole face wore a discontented expression.
Her dress was a neat chintz wrapper, but she
"What's tinwore neither collar nor sleeves.
use in dressing up just for William?”
Lizzie slept soundly for two hours, and then
awoke suddenly. Sin- sat up, glanced at Undock, and sighed drearily at the long interval
still to be spent alone before lied time.
The Library was just over the room in
which slit- sat, and down the furnace flue
through the register, a voice came to the
young wife’s ears: it was her husband's.
“Well. Moore, what is a man to do? I was
disappointed, and I must have pleasure somewhere. Who could have lancied that Lizzie
Jarvis, so perfectly sprightly and loving could
have changed to the fretful dowdy she now is?
Who wants to stay at home and hear Ids wife
winning all the evening iiliout her troublesome
servants, ami headaches, and all sorts of bothers ? She has got the knack of drawling so, that
upon my life 1 do not believe she could speak
a pleasant word.
Lizzie sat as if stunned. If not exactly a
dowdy, her costume was certainly not lit for
an evening, even if U were an evening at home,
with ouly William to admire. She rose and
softly went to her own room, with hitter and
sorrowful thjughts. with a linn resolution to
win buck her husband, and then, his love regained. keep it.
The next morning William came into the
room with iiis usual careless manner, lint a
bright smile came on his lips as he saw Lizzie.
A pretty chintz wrapper with a neat collar,
and sleeves of snowy muslin, and a wreath of
soft, full curls, hail really metamorphosed her;
while tile blush her husband's admiring glance
called up to her cheek did not detract from
her beauty.
At first William thought there
must lie some guest, but by a glance he found
they were alone.
“Come, William, your coflee w ill be stone
cold.” said Lizzie, in a cheery, pleasant voice.
“It must be cool till you sweeten my breakfast witli a kiss,” said her husband, crossing the
room to her side; ami Lizzie’.' heart bounded
a« she recognized the old lover's tone and
manner.

Not one fretful speech, not one complaint,
fell upon William’s ear during the meal. The
uewspaper, his usual solace at that hour, lay
untouched, as Lizzie chatted gaily oil every
subject she thought of, warming by
his gratified interest, and cordial manner.
“You will be at home to dinner?" she said,
as be went out.
“Can't today, Lizzie; I have business out of
town; but I'll be at home early to tea. Have
something substantial, for I don’t expect to
dii*. Good bye."
And the smiling look,
warm kiss, and lively whistle, were a marked
contrast to his lounging, careless gait the eve-

pleasant

ning previous.

“1 am in the right path,” said Lizzie, in a
low whisper. “Oil. what a fool I have been
for two years! A frettul dowdy!
William,
you shall never say that again.”
Lizzie loved her husband with true wifely
devotion, and her lips would quiver as she
thought of his confidence to his friend Moore;
but, like a brave little woman, she stifled back
the bitter feeling, and tripped off to perfect
her plans. The grand piano, silent for many
months, was opened, and the linen cover removed from the furniture. Lizzie was thinking, “He shan't find any parlor more attractive
than his own, I am determined.”
Tea time came, and William came with it;
a little figure in a tasty silk dress, smooth curls,
and oh! such a lovely blush and smile, stood
ready to welcome William as he came in; and
tea passed as the morning ineal had done.
After tea there was no movement as usual
towards the hat rack. William stood up beside the table, lingering, chattering, till Lizzie
also rose. She led him to the light, warm parlor, iu the glow of its tasteful arrangement
and drew him down beside her on the sola.
He felt as if he were courting her over again,
as he watched tier fingers
busy witli some needle-work, and listened to the cheerful voice lie
had loved so two years ago.
‘What are you making, Lizzie?’
‘A pair of slippers, Do you remember how
much you admired the pair I made for you ev-

long ago?’

er so

“I remember, black velvet, with flowers on
them. I used to put my feet on the fender,
and dream of blue eyes and light curls, and
wish time would move faster to the day wheu
I could bring home my bonny wee wile to
make music iu my house.”
Lizzie’s face saddened for a moment, as site
thought of tile last two years, and how little
music site had made lor iiis loving heart,
gradually weaning it from allegiance and then said:
“I wonder ifyou love music as you did then?”
*
Of course I do. I often dropped iu at Miss
Smith’s, for nothing else than to hear the mu-

sic.”
“lean play and sing belter than Miss Smith,”
said

Lizzie,

half

pouting.
always say you

“But you
are out of practice
when I ask you.”
“I had the piano tuned this
morning. Nowopen it and we will see how it sounds.”
William obeyed her joyfully, and tossing
aside her sewing, Lizzie took the music stool.
She had a verv sweet voice, not
powerful but
most musical, and she was a
very fair performer on the piano.

“Ballads, Lizzie.”
“Oh, yes, I knowin the parlor.”
* m; lime

uiaiiuc

you dislike opera music
uuvik Mrui k eleven.

“Eleven! I thought it whs about nine. 1
onght to apologize, Lizzie, as I used to do. for
staying so long; and I can truly say, as 1 did
then that the time has passed so
pleasantly I
can scarcely believe it so late.”
The piano was closed. Lizzie's work was
put
tip in the basket and William was ready to go
up stairs; but looking back, he saw his little
wife near the

llre-place,

her hands
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To WILLIAM L. HARROWS, one of the Justices
oi the 1 eace lor the County of Cumberland, lesident in the town oi Brunswick, in said County:
\rUl' aie hereby requested to call a meeting of the
1 holde s oi bonds ol the Kennebec & Poitland
Rai road Company, seemed Id its mortgage made to
trustees therein-named, pursuant to a vote of said
Company, passed ut its annual meeting ho den on
Oct. i. 1$52. they having become, by viitueof aforeclosuie ot the right of redemption of said mortgage,
mcmheis ol a company incorporated by statute, chapter titty-one and section tifty-seven—and the undersigned are t hi ee members of said last named company—to be buldeu ut the Depot in said town of Brunswick, on Wednesday the tilth day of November next,
ut ten of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the
following articles:—
Find, to organize said company and to choose a
clerk, direetois treasurer, ami other officers.
Second, to adopt a code of by-laws.
Third, to deteimiue how future meetings shall be
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called.
Fourth, to adopt

measures to procure a final settlewith the said Trustees, and a conveyance from
them of all title ai.d interest acquiied
them by
viitue of said mortgage and its tbrec'osure.
Fifth, to authorize the direetois, or other persons,
to compromise, oi pay, or procure delay of pay ment,
of all prior demands, bonds, and c’aiins, against tbe
Kennebec and Portland Railroad Company.
Sixth, to authorize the diiee'ois, or other persons,
to make anangements with the trustees in possession
of the railroad, respecting its futuie use.
Seventh, to act on any other matter that may be

presented.
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undersigned having
rpHF.
J. Judge ol Probate lor the

been

appointed

County of < Motherland
Commissioner* to teoeive and examine the claims o
the cjeditoi8 to the estate ol Daniel Jngersoll. late of
Windham, in said County, deceased, heiebv give notice that six months fiom the 7th day of October. A.D.
18d2, will be allowed to said cieditois for bunging in
their claims and proving their debts, ai d they will
attend lor the put pose of receiving such claims and
proofs at the dwefliug house of Charles Hunnewells.
m Windham, on the last Friday of October, No\ ember, December, and January, from oue till lour
o'clock in the afternoon.
JOHN WEBB.
| ,,
KinVAKD
Windham, October 7th, ltdJ2.
w3wl7*

rPHE undersigned having been appointed by the
I Judge of l'mbate lor the County ot Cumberland,

and

Saturday Evening

REMOVAL!
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Is

Clot hiny

selling, regardless

AT
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Cost,

I

MILITARY

Traint.
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N.

Are unlimited in

quantity, (jnalitv

low, at wholesale

ltuyer* will do well
chasing elsewhere, as
rise

on

or

was

prior,

stock

JOSIAH BURLEIGH.
d6vn

'Family Groceries.

LITTLE, Agent,
Office 31 Exchange Street.

!

E. «. PENNELL A CO,
No.

3GO

Congress

Street,

taken store as above, and intend to keep
fresh and prime assortment of every kind of

HAVE

FAMILY

a

Such as Teas, Coffees, Sugars, Spices, Pickles, kc..
Having made arra*cements with some of our best
dairies, we also intend to keep supplied with the

CHOICEST
To be foum in the

BUTTER,
market; also,

Poultry, Vegetables, Eggs,

&c.

CV 1000 doz. Eggs wanted Immediately.
We
and

respectfully Invite

promise

to

purchase of us.
Sept. 11. 1862.

’RF.'d’i’

a

give entire

share of
patronage,
satislactiou to those w ho

public

at this

Ur

FOR

November 1st, 18»52. to Mav 1st, 1^63. flic
rates of freight on ail
descriptions of lumber
and timber w ill be advanced 26 per dent.
No tire wood will be conveyed between October 1st,
18*52. and May 1st. 1k*’,3
An advance in the rates of lire wood will take place
next shtnmer, but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the w nod business, which

ON

not be able
places on the line, so
that should anv parties make eonti acts for tire wood
to be carried on the railway during the next M
ason,
they must understand that they willdo so at their own
risk, aud that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, am!
from w hat stations tire wood can be carried next

Frohock,

GENERAL AGENT.

Under United States Hotel, Portland.

Hav iug become fully sati*died of the benefit of the
"Anderson Spring Bed Bottom." I have purchased
three of them at five dollar*, each, and do most checrfullv recommend them to the public.
Du X. R. BOL'TELL.
Waterville. May, 1801.
Mr. D. K Frohock has furnished the beds in mv
house with the ‘‘Anderson spring Bed Bottom." and
I take pleasure in recommending this ar icle a* the
most convenient, economical ana enmfoitable
thing
of the kind with w hich I am acquainted.
A H. ABBOTT,
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.
I have had the unspeakable
of sleeping on
one of the "Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms" for the
last three weeks, ai d must say it tar sin passes anything 1 had anticipated. My wife, who is feeble, has
had no good rest for six months till occupy ing one of
these teds. She would not part with it on am account.
Rev. JoliX ALLEX.
Farmington, Feb. 28,1862.

pleasure

The Bed Bottom I bought of you fully merits my
expectations, and is fully up to your high recommendations. I would cheerfully recommend it to all who
desire to improve their slerpii.^at anmei ts.
AI STABLES,
A. X. WILLIAMS.
Augusta, April 16, 1862.

Having tested the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,"
I can cheerfully recommend it to all who are in need
of such an article; and I believe it to be superior to
am thing of the kind now in use.
Rev. E. HAWES.
Waterville, April 1*2. 1862.
Testimonials similar to the above have been received from the proprietors of the following
public
house'sPenobsot Exchange. Bangor.
Franklin House, Bangor.

Skowhegan House, Skowhegan.
Lewiston House, Lewiston.
Winthroji House, Winthrnp.
Elmwood House. Waterville.
Litchfield Corner House.
Stoddard House. Faimington.
Revere House. Vassal boro.
Hallow ell House, Hallow ell.
China House. Chinn.
Franklin House, Augusta.
Ciislinoc House, Augusta.

Director.
aOdtf

THE

BEST

AND

Order! left at the
ond

counting-room of the Doily Freer
Maine Slate Prom. head of Brat
flight of itaire,

will be

promptly

attended to.
»

tW The office ia aupplled with

wi

FAST PRESSE8 AND STEAM POWER
And Ita

atyle

capacity and fhcflttiea for doing work in good
equal to any in the City or State.

are

AT. A. FOSTER * CO.
July 17. ISM.

dtf

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRES8

ROUTE

STEAM

AGAIN.

POWER

i

Book and Job

Printing Office,

No. 82i EXCHANGE

STREET,

44

44

4 4

44

44

44

44

44

Fox Block,

Second Floor,

■

**

PORTLAND, MAINE.
I

srCOFFINS

^

Change

CASKETS,

In tlie ZNTeatest
II.

C.

And will be sold

cheaper

than

the

Style,

STREET.
at

city.

any other

ROBES FURNISHED TO

place

in

ORDER.

-C. !!. B. also manufacture*-

SHOW-CASES, DESKS, AND DRAWER-WORK,
Of even- description, including Taylor’s SelfSupporting Drawer, the best kind ever made.
£8*“ All orders for Repairing Furniture. VarnishChair Sealing, Glaring, 4c.,
ing.
promptly attended to.
ju!31tf

|

Upholstering,

FI.

II

II A

JOHN, FALL

rhe Proprietor, of the Poor la in. Dailt Puma
reapectfolly Inrite attention Is their foeililiao for *xecuting, in beautiful atyle, overy deaeriptioa of

of the

Day.

of

Sailini;.

THE Steamer "New Brunswick,44
< apt. E B. Winchester, and Steamer
^
I
1
■
New England,” ( apt. K. Field, will
h-av e lor Fast port and St. John every Mondav and
Thursdav, (instead of Tuesday and Fiiday as heretofore), commencing l»ct. 2d.
The Steamer "New Brunswick” will leave Railroad
Wharf, toot Stale street, every Monday at 5 B. M.
Returning, leaves St. John every Thu rad ay at 8 A. M.
Steamer "New
England” will leave Railroad
Wharf, toot State Street, every Thursday at 5 1*. M.
Returning, leaves St. John evert Monday at 8 A. M.
ir Bositively no freight received alter 4 o'clock
I*. M. on the day of sailing.
Through tickets are sold by tbis line, connecting at
Eastport with stage coaches for Machias. and with
steamer <*ueen for liobbinston, ( atais, St. Stephens
and St, Andrews, and at «he latter piac
over railWoodstock and
Hou/ton
way for Canterbury;
Stations.
We also ticket through
j»er stearin r* ami railways
for Wtntisor, Halifax, /Hgby, Fredericton, Sussex.
Moncton, Shediac, /‘rince Edwards Island. I'ictou,
Xortk Shore of Xew Brunswick, Mirimichi. and
Bay tie C'haleur.
dtf
C. 0. EATON, Agent.
Sept. 24. 18*2.
dSSrwr*

BLAKE'S,

No. 30 UNION

A St.

ARRANGEMENT.

To be fouud in this city, of every description, finished aud trimmed

Y,

w

1

BOOK AND

Weekly

JOB PRINTING

Their Establishment is tarnished with all the
proved modern machinery, and their assortment of

Book and

Fancy Types,

la adequate to do any work demanded in thin State

Basin ess Cards of Every
Style and Cost.

IV II. .V li

OCEAN KTEAHSHir CO’S

Variety,

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

Mail Line.

ONE of the following first-class, power,uI S,*amers: ill BERN I AN. NORTH
fr
A M l.l; H AN. NORM 1*1 AN .11 |;a,
OKBl Bun 1 MI AN. ANGLO SAXON. NOm

VTl

BILL-IIEADS RI'LED AND CUT IN

VA si ui 1 AN
will sail from Quebec every Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via
Passengers leave Portland per Grand Trut\ Trains
with United States mails, every Eiiriav, at 1 15 P SI.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday
—

THE NEATEST MANNER.

Londonderry.

morning.
Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
ritiid Glass. $35. f irst Glass, $77 to $92—according
to accommodation,—which includes tickets on Grand
Trunk Railway.

BiUeta a Circular* la Every Variety of
Type

Prepaid

and retnrn tickets issued at reduced rates.
Kxcursiou tickets to the World's Fair, out and
back, $136.
Apply to Edmonstonc, Allan & Go., Montreal, or to
No. 10

JUNCTION OF FREE AND MIDDLE STS.,

June

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,

APOTHECARIES’

LEECHES,

CLASS

SCRGICAL

GOODS.
WARE, FOREIGN
INSTRUMENTS,

TRUSSES, SUEPORTERS, BRACKS,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, *e
-A I SO-

Portland.
For freight or passage applv to
EMERY k FOX. Brown * Wharf, Portland
H
ft CROMWELL k (O4&0. 80 West Street,
New York.
June 23. 1862.
dtf

VARNISHES,
AND

PAINTS, OILS,
DYE-STUFFS,

KEROSENE OIL,
Ami all other articles
Taint establishment.

iu

a

Dru#

DAVIS &

NETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.

KIDD’S MAGeod& wtoct 1

expectations

ISO DEALER IE

j

'

GOODS,
NOTIONS,

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELRY,

can

Congress Streets,
Boston.

be found at the above

June 23.

Book,

j

NEATLY

with

Bronze, Colored, snd sll other kinds of

differ-

Printing,

never
xt

purchasers.

Executed in taste to suit the most fkstidious.

PLUS ultra has IteiMi reached at la*t in TODD’S
HAIR DY E. and the article has giv eti entire satisfaction to every person who ha* used it. It contains
no injurious ingredients, aid gives the hair a beautiful rich brown or black color. Directions for using
which are very simple—accompanv each bottle.
One superiority of Todd’s Lux Solis Hair Dye over
ill others is, von do not have to cleanse the hair or
wash it before or after using the dv p, and there is but
one kind to be used, aud that can he put on the same
is oil and water, without.any trouble, «iulik.v all nthit dves that have two or three different kinds to be
ipplied every time used. This dye i* p«ruliarly
idapted for coloring ladies’ hair, because you do rot
liave to wash out the dye after putting it on. Unlike
kllotherdyes.it will color long hair, which other
lyes cannot do. Give this new article a trial, as wc
know you will use uo other after once using this,
ir For sale only at

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

Fancy Printing,
EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

I

|

Styles

are

unsurpassed.

J
!

SHOP BILLS, PROGRAMMES,
AND

ALL SORTS OF HAND BILLS.
Portland. June W. 1W2.

TODD’S 11AIK-DRESSIN O ROOMS,
>’o.71 Middle, t urner of Hichnnge Street.
sept 16t f

fail! Finnic*.
r*)R PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES of any
r size or style desired—latest patterns aud best
vorktuanship made to order by
MORRISON A OO., 26, Market Square,

Our

;

daw

Photographic Frame*.
tJol'AKK. or oval—every kind called for. Theca
i) beln* mannfhetorcd by Sarwlvro. except thnM
nreerxarilv imported, we can compete with any market for low pricea. At wholesale or retail, at id. Mai-

On llanti.
A CONSTANT supply of best Extra Deep Gold
/I Leaf, aud at low rates at
2*> Market Square.

place.

wly

Card &

DOCUMENTS executed with

—

Pocket and Table Cutlery,

Forribtall

LAW

Dispatch.

DYE!

market has been flooded for

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN,

I* J

And other

years
ent articles called Hair Dves. which have
THE
of
The
satisfied the

(Successor to r. J. Forristall and Mills A Forestall.

YANK EE

Deeds, Law Briefs, Equity Cases,

#

A. W. BANFIELD,

FANCY

Policies Printed nnd Bound ft>r
Insurance Companies.

TODD'S Ll \ SOLIS

and

H AI

IMPORTER

TAGS ITEKl'ED WITH HOLES k GLUTEN ED
WHEN DESIKEO.

LARD OIL,

usually kept

State A«rent for

I.AHflKkS, AOTB, AH BILLS M LAMM.

dtf

The splendid and ffcst Steamship
Sidney
Crowell. will until further notice run
as follows:
»e Browns Wharf. Portland, every WKDNESDA Y, at 4 P. M
ar d leave Pier 9 North River, New
York, every SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock. P M.
This vessel is fitted up with fine accommodations fbr ;
passenger*, making this the most speedy, sate and I
comfortable route for travellers betweeu New York j
and Maine, l’as-age $5.00, including Fare aud State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded tv this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath. Augusta. Lamport and St.
John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
on tin* dav
steamer before 3 P. 31
that she leaves

EMiLlSIl, FKE.VCB AND AMERICAS FEI1FI MERY,
FANCY

J. L. FARMtlR.
EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.

^"CHESAPEAKE.' Gaptain

GENUINE MEDICINES,
AND

23. 1862.

Portland and New lork Mcanters.

-DEALER IK-

ADDISON W. BANFIKLD.

Olil ("mines Itc-O ill,
RENEWED by
MOKKISON 4 CO.

the moot liber*

BANGOR.

THE

EASTPORT. CALAIS

STATIONERY, TOYS, kc.,

]u!17d& w6m

to on

Work,

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

28 amt 30 Federal and 105

Abbott's School Farmington.
Eaton Boys’ Boarding School, Hi nt’s Hill.

promptly attended

Job

ENTRANCE--83j EXCHANGE 8TBEBT,

44

^ARAH

cheerfully

Fancy

'*

summer.

WEARY.

Patent granted October, 1362.

-Q. m.

Will be

ON ai d after Oct. 8th, the Steamer
Damel Webster, < apt. A. Wood,
will, till further notice. Jeave Hail mad
Wharf, foot State street, every Mondav. Wednesday
and Friday, at 9 in the evening for Kock and. ( aniden. Belfast, Seaispoit, liucksport,
Winteiport,
Hampdeu and Bangor.
Leaves Bangor same mornings at 4 o’clock.
Fart* from I’ort and to Rockland,
$2 00
< aindeu,
2 <*)
44
Be last.
2 50
44
44
44
44
Seai sport,
2 60
44
44
44
3 00
Buckspofft.
44
44
3 00
Winteiport,
800
Hampden,
44
300
Bangor,
Oct. 8th.
dtf
C. C. EATON.

ARE AT-

ANDERSON’S
SPRING BED BOTTOM!

Magnetic Telegraph Oflee. rearth

s^HP***

will

BRYDGES, Managing

the

terms.

steamboats!

chants.

Moutreal, August 1. 18G2.

orer

Plain and

Lumber I?Ier*

eodCw

FOR THE

Infirmary.

Address
DU. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),
Bortland.
Send stamp for Circular.
jull—dA wtfS

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

C. J.

GROCERIES,

Directly

returned !f desired.

dawtf

are about to be made, the ( mnpanv
to take tire wood from certain

PRESS,

Story, where *11 rarietiee of

cured.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will be

I>

IjlROM

103 Middle Street,
Portland. July 22. 1982.

provided with

or Ticket, sold in Portland at lowest Beaton rates

goods.

DR HUGHES.
Middle, Portland.

jile

hy

Notice to Wood and

Casco Bank,

of

B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience iu constant attendjulldawtfS

retail, for cash.

our

over

CORNER OF MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE
STS.,
FOX BLOCK,

PHI

ERIE RAILWAY.
Bdeealo, Dunkirk, ask Niagara Fall*.

and will

betore purbought before the great

to look at
it

or

DAILY

for a number of years confined his attention to
disease* of a ceitaiu class. During his practice he
lias treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
ha* lie met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or
change of
diet. Dr. Hughe* is in con*tant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at hi* office. 6 Tern*
street. Charge* modeiate. and a cure guaranteed
m all case*.
Separate room*, so that no one will be
snt*n but the Dr. himself.
Hi* remedies cure disease
when all other remedn* fail : cures without
dieting
or restriction in the habits of the
patient; cure* without the disgusting and sickening effects of most other
remedies: cures new cases in a few hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effect* of
mercury, hut
is sure to annihilate the rank and
poisonous taiut
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the
proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable. and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locally, can be causal by using them.
IOlNG MEN. who are troubled with seminal
weakness, geneiallv caused bv bad habits in youth,
the effect* of which are pain and di7rihc*s 'in the
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak ey es, etc., terminating in consumption or insanity if neglected, are speedily and
permanently

nr the

by securing tickets

office

»

Established far the treatment of those diseases in
loth sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and
delicacy.
VAT* CONSULTATIONS.—|>r. Hughes has

('HirAOO, Cixcisnati, Clkvilahh, DrrnoiT,
Toleik*. .St. Paul, I.a < rg»se, St. I.OII.,
Ntw Orleans, or any part of the
WEST, SOITH OR NORTH WEST,

June 23.

AND TRIMMING GOODS

Has been removed from the
office of the

DR. HliaiES’

mm THROUGH TICKETS

can save money

corner

Eclectic Medical

To

You

CUSHINOj

to the

own sex.
ance.

WORK,

oflice.

a

by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street,

officers, made to order, from the best material,
with dispatch, and at low prices.

OUR STOCK OF CLOTHS

Sr

especial

btaoe connections.

W

particularly

invites all Ladies who
medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No.
5 Temple Street, which they will find
arranged for
tlieir
accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Keno\ ating Medicines arc unrivalled in ell.cacv and «uperior virtue iu
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific aud
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will rind it invaluable in all cases of obstructionsi after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing iu
the least injurious to the health, and
may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country with full
directions,

RAILROAD.

Till* road ii BUOAn guage and it
New and Splendid Sleeping t am.

FOSTER

Infirmary.

TO THE LADIES.
IIUGI1E8

DR.need

9" and artt*r Monday, May 5. 18*2,
trains will leave Portland for Luwistou
fa. ruiiigton via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.15 A. M.
Leave luwistou for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.45 A. M.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.

Via

at his od.ee.

Eclectic Medical

For

CUSTOM

seen

No. 30» Congress Street, Portland.
(lltWtJUiT

BUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

UNIFORMS,

PRINTING

E stablisluneiit

character/’
patients
tar Certificates from numerous of his
w ill testify to his successful
upeiations, all of which

Stage leaves Strickland's Ferrv Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore. Canton, Peru
and DixHeld; returning opposite davs.
Sta re leaves North Jay tor Fast DixHeld, DixHeld,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursday* and Satunlavs;
|
returning opposite dnvs.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vinevard, New
; Portland and Kinglield, on Wednesdav» and Saturj
; days, returning on Mondays and Friday s.
Stages h*ave Farmington daily, lor Strong,
B Avon
; and Phillips.
Passengers for this route will take the ears at the
Of every description, made to order and warranted
I Portlar d. Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec A Portto tit.
land Depots, in Portiai d.
S. W. EATON, Srrp't.
Farmington May 5,18*2.
june23dtf
j
1

JOB

BOOK

organs—the

auu

BURLEIGH'S.

THE

entirely

healthy

I

cured

similarly

adapted

BY

was

^gT^ered

stage connections.
.Stages leave Bath daily (Sundays excepted) at 3.00
P. M., on arrival of train from Portland and Boston,
for Wise asset. Damariscotta, WaldoU.ro', Kockland
and Thomaston.
.Stages leave Augusta daily (Sundays excepted), for
Belfast, on arrival of train from Portland and Boston.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec A Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
A Kennebec Koads.
Freight trains run daily between August* and Portend.
B. II. CLSIlMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta, April, 1802.
june23dtf

happily

•*

11HE

Summer

I

*’

who

anBS^/been

Leave Portland for Bath and Augusta at 1.00P. M.,
connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
trains lor stations on that road ; and at Augusta with
tlie Somerset & Kennebec Kaihoad for
Waterville,
Kendall's Mills and Skowhegan. ami at Kendall's
Mills with the Penobscot A Kennebec Hoad for PittsHeld, Newport and Baugor; arriving same night.

ANDROSrOLLIN

JOHN

[YDIA

PLUMBERS,

every description,

At a Court ok Probate held at Portland, within
Fill I IS desirable mechanical arrangement has now
and for the C ounty of Cumbeiland, on the first !
X been in use a sufficient length of time to slew
luesdav of October, in the > ear of our Lord eighthat it gives entire satisfaction and actually is the
teen hundred and sixty-two,
more valued the more it is used.
WEBB. Administiator of the estate of DanThis invention is a step in advance of all others in
iel W. Anthoine, late ot Windham, in said
County, ! the Spring Bed department, embiacing a little more
ieoeased, having presented his petition for license to
of their excelreucics, ai d yet
overcoming all
tell and convey certain Real Estate of said deceased,
their detects. It is flexible as hair, and vet so recuj is described in said petition, an advantageous offer
as to bring itself into
with
perative
great faciliptace
liaviug been made therefor,
to the invalid, the aged and old,
ty. It is
It iru* Ordered, that the said Administator give noj
and all who linger in suffering and weakness. They
ice to all persons interested, by causing notice to
are made of good materia! warranted
strong and duje published three
weeks successively in the Maine
1
rable, and not liable to get out of order.
State Press printed at Portland, that thev mav
appear
it a Probate Court to be held at said
on
Portland,
TESTIMONIALS :
he first l uesdav of November next, at ten of the
dock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
Commercial House, Portland. June 1C. 1S»52.
iave, wrhy the same should not be granted.
Having intioduccd the ••Aiider&on spring lied Bottom” into
WILLIAM G. BARROWS, Judge.
after trial, 1 pronounce it to be
my house, bed.
A true copy, Attest,
an
1 am using seveia1 kinds
easy and
of spring bed bottoms, but consider the Andeisou
w3wl8*
EUGENE HUMPHREY. Register.
fully e«jual if not better than the best.
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.
\t a Court ok Probate held at Portland, within
and for the County of Cumberland, on the tiist
We have introduced several of the justly celebratTuesday of October, in the year ol our Lord eighteen hundred anti sixty-two,
ed "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom” to our sleeping
.1. HOI KINS, named Executrix in a cerapartments. We give this spring bed bottom a decided preference over any and ail otherc we have ever
^Jiain instiument. put porting to be the ia>t Will ai d
lest ament ot Ed w aid N. Jordan, late of Westbiook,
used. Our guests speak of them in the highest terms.
n said County, deceased,
We recommend their use to all hotel keepers who dehaving picseuted the same
or Probate:
sire the comfort of their guests.
It trim Ordered, That the said Executrix give noW. D McLAlClILIN k SON,
ice to all persons inteiested, by causing notice lo be
Franklin House. Bangor, Me.
May 12,1863.
•ublished three weeks successively in the Maine
Bate Press, printed at Portland, that they mav ap[From lion. Josiali II. Drummond ]
>ear at a Probate Court to be held in said Por
I um using the ‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,' and
land,
; m the tiist Tuesday of November next, at ten of the
I am very much pleased with it.
lock in the forei oon, and show cause, if
JnMAlI II. DRI MMOXD.
any they
tave, why the said Ii.stiument shou d not be
Portland, July 23, 1862.
proved
ipptoved, Ri d allowed, as the last Will and Testouent of said deceased.
j
[From Hon. Lot M Morrill.]
WILLIAM G. BARROWS, Judge.
Having used Andeiaon’ Spring Bed Bottom. I can
A true copy, Attest:
rocommei d it as au excellent article.
buuuib hi .'i in i\r. i,
isegisier.
LOT M. MORRILL.
Augusta. Aug. 5. 1862.

Figs, common.... none.
Starch.
New Eleme.22c « 25.
20 pc ad rat.
j Lemons, p case S3 56a j Pity
‘earl.6IS 0*
2 60 1 Otato.2la 2\
Oranges—Havana
Raisins,
Shut-p 100lb* 89}.a 10
Vt a Court ok Probate held at Portland, within
matter ?”
I Iron. $10 m
Rlucpcask.
and lor the County ol Cumberland, on the tiist
Black.S8 ffio | luck. 102 (g
“Oh, William! I have been such a bad
T ucsday ol October, in the year of our Lord
Hunch p box 3.V»r»39" Soap.
eighwire! I heard you tell Mr. Moore last
teen hundred and sixty-two*.
evening,
Laver.8«i2a388 Pity 85 pc a*l ral.
how I had disapointed yon; but 1 will
ANTHOINE, widow of Daniel W. Anu
Date*
7
9c
I
.•eat
Sl
tit
he
TrowCore’s,
try
J thoine late of Windham, in »aid
County, demake your home pleasant, indeed I will, if
«10j bridge Ik Smith’* Exyou j Prunes.8}
eased. having presented her petition for an "allowFlour—I'ortland" insp. tra No. 1 p lb
8* a 9
will only forgive and love me.”
ance out of the peisonal Estate ol w hioh he died
posStpnlM.96
'amity do.“la) 7?
it* ssed,
“Love you! Oh, Lizzie, you cannot guess
Fancy.dia *>?; »«• 1 .7 ($ 77
It was Ordered, that the said Petitioner give nohow dearly I love you.”
Extra .6? « 7*1 lagle No.
1.fyjw 0*
, iee to all persons interested,
by causing notice to be
As the little wife lay down that
7j:
5J
night, she i Kamilv.7jd
Extra Superior... .7f« 8* t •ar.5ya
1 mblished three weeks successively in the Maine State
« Id
astile.12}
thought—“1 have won him back again! Better Western
’ress. printed at Portland, that tfiev may
extras.
7 a 7ft Irene's.9 ^
appear at a
9^
’rebate Court to be held at said Portland, on the
than that—I have learned to
Hi Spicra.
keep him.”
,fanc\.7Ja
iist luesday of November next, at ten of the clock
superior. 74a
Pity: (linger Poof 5c,
n the forenoon, and show cause, if
Ohio extra.“jo. 7i
any they have,
(•round (Huger He, PepI. D. .VERUILL A CO.,
vhy the same should not be granted.
family.8
and Pimento 12c,
gj per
WILLIAM G BARROWS, Judge.
Canada super No.1. none,
( 'lore* 15c, C*i**ia
j
lJc,
A true copy, Attest,
fancy.none, i ( atsia Pud* 20c, ( in no- j
w3w 17*
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.
oxtra.none, i num 25c, Mare and Aut"
1
meat 30c p lb.
super’r ext. none.
No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.
kT
a
Court
of
Probate held at Portland, w ithin
Flour.44a
4M avsia p fb.45 @47c
Rye
| Corn
and for the County of Cumberland, on the tiist
Meal.3 a 3f ( ‘loves.80 <«33
Huckw t FPr p lb 2c.it 2. t linger, (Bare). ...30 .a 31
Tuesdax of October, in the year ofour Lord eighWater Closets, Urinals, Force and Suction
teen hundred ai d sixty-two,
<
Crain.
Pumps,
linger. (Africa) 3» ;«31
I" OUlSA L. DYER, i.fece ai d heir-at-Taw ofGusBath Boilers, Wash Bowls, Silrer Plated
Duty Corn and Oat* lik*. 1 lace.HO a MJ
If Brass
us (•. Chuichill.
Hue and Harley 15c.and ! utmegs.ho «S5
Liiax
foimcrly of Portland, in said
Cocks, of all kinds constantly on hand.
Wheat 2<V p bu. From I
ounty. having presented her petition representing
tapper. 23 "24
HP* All kind* of fixtures for hot mud cold water
hat said Gustaxus G. ( hutchill xvas ast heoid from
Hr. Hrorinces free
I imento.21 a 22
] »y any member of his
•et HD in the beat manner.
Rye. .94 ®95c Sccda.
family or relative in November,
All order* in city or country
personally attended to i Oat«.45 a 50 Pity: Lin teed ldc p bu., I k. D. 1HT4, mote than seven y eais ago, and piaving
I. I>. MKitKILL.
JOHN BOM).
hat
South Yel. Corn. 73 a 7H
8. D. M Kit KILL.
adininisttafinn
on
his estate may he gianted to
!
Canary 81 p bu., Mu*Corn. Mixed.72 a 75
augidly
Jberty It. Dennett, of Poit'ai.d, afoiesaid.
tard 3c p lb.
It
trim
That
the said Petitioner give noOrdered,
I
m?2
Harley..tiO
lerdstirass..«2 S 2f
ice to all
Shorts p ton_£21 a‘>2 1 V’estern Clover.
Executrix’ Sale.
interested, by causing notice to
person*
~]a So
ie
weeks
three
Fine
published
Feed.23
I
led
successively, in the Maine
a,24
virtue of a license from the Honorable
Top.f3 d 3}
Judge
■fate I’ress, printed at Portland, that they max
Rriinliiones.
I .inseed. .2
of Probate within and for the
upCounty of * utnear at a Probate Court to lie held at said"
/hi
tii
1
<
Portland,
Rough—free.
berland, I, Jane W. Jordan, Executrix of the last I
‘anary.3ja 3}
n the first
#17o20
Tuesday of November next, at ten of the
Rough. |> ton.
Sn:»nr.Will and Testament of Bam’l J. .Iordan,lat«* of < nnilock in the forenoon, and show cause if any
Dressed .30 a 35 \i hity: Metado2c,not above
borland in said County, deceased, shall wll at
they
^ iavc, why the
public j
same should not be granted.
H iinpou ilrr.
-No. 12 2*e, above An. 12
auction on Wednesday, the 26th day of November, j
j
WILLIAM (.. HARROWS, Judge.
I
ahiedat
/ess
than
and
not
Duty
aborelb 8c,ah* ire
eleven o’otock in the forenoon, at mv
a'
A
true
20c p !h He. orer 20c ♦!<*
copy' Attest:
Ao. 15 and not above 20
owening house in»*aid Cumberland, »o much of the
w3wl7*
EU(.ENE HUMPHREY, Register.
1 * lt« and 2o pc nd rat. \ 3 jC, above Ao. 20 and re- I
Heal rotate of the said
deceased a* will bring the
sum ot tour hundred and
4«!
4c
Blasting.#4>a
lb.
filed
p
fifty dnMars, for the pavKifl'-and
«;
Ort
land
ment of debt* ai d
A.92,»
Sporting 6] 7ijl
charge* of administration.
Hit r.
A A .9 f a)
do.
Cnmberlai d, Oct. 20. 1862.
HOMESTEADS FOR $20.
18 w3w*
Screw'd P net T #13 h 15
Yellow none.
do.
Subscriber herebi give* public notice to all
Ionise.13 o Id I xtra Yellow.none.
■
HIE MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have purconcerned, tha-she !,n< b., dti’v
New do.
12 a 14 S i uaocriado
appointed and
| ■> n
chased from the Ham ihal & St. Joseph Railroad
taxen upon her-elf to.- trust
IV ides it nrl
oi Adininist-atrix of
do
in bond.8 "9
( 'o in
the e*ta»e of
pa n x a large tract of land in Northern Missouri,
| i la' ana Brown.
/luiy 10 j >c ad ra/.
103 a jo
the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
IS AAC H CENTER, late of
dioining
S’aught- r Hides.. 5 rd 0c| do.
White. 121" 13i
Porltai
, ounty, for
In the < ountr of < imibertand. decea-ed („■d,
(arming and manufacturing purposes,
Ca’f #kflis.9 a 10 ? ew Orleans. Ilf «
dvhis
18}
d
have
divided
their property into lots and fauns,
bond as the law directs: sl,e theielnre
< rushed
14 "14?
irsmest, a'l CnVnttn Cow—
hex are offered to subscribers in shares of £20 each,
who are ii debted to the said deceased's e-tate
00 a l 70« ranu’ated.
1
Slaughtered
14
persons
"14f
with
full
can be had by calling on
to make immediate pavment: and those who l
information,
laps,
< reeu Salt .115n 1 25,1
ave
owdered.13]" 13}
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settleDrv.90 al00‘ Tnllow.
EDWARD SHAW, Agent,
“>«»• to
CAROLIS E II. CENTER
Sheep Pelts, (ir'n.Sil a ?1 / hi*y: Tallow 1 pc, Soap I
102 Middle Street, Portland.
.1‘ortiand, Sept. 16,1862.
75! Stock 10 pc ad vat.
«3wl8*
Sheep Pelts, Dry .45
j Juno
dtf

clasped, her

head bowed, and large tears falling from her
eye*. He was beside her in an instant.
“Lizzie, darling, are you ill ? What is the

(IRLD.

boy

a

Of Scrofulous Ophthalmia, as the
following facts will
show:
*FOR a long time the boy’s eve-lids had
entirely closed. Disease was consulalmost hopeless. The boy was put undor the care of Dr. B., and atfer great
patience and |»erscveraiice, with his electrical treatment
and with other curatives, lie was able to lift his eyelids, when it wac discovered that a false membrane
had formed and covered the entire eves. This* was
removed by Dr. Boynton, and the boy’s eye-sight it
now
restoied. and his e\es stronger than ever before.
This should be known to all persons who
are
afflicted. Although 1 understand that
the Doctor has lor many years, in his oj»erations on
these delicate
eye and ear. met with eminent success, he has not deemed if
necessary to keep
before
his
the
bla/ing
public
surgical skill in this particular part of his profession, but has been
silently
performing cures, many of them of a remarkable

Passenger trains will leave daily, (Sun"■^y^^Wwdavs excepted) as follows:
Augusta mr Bath, Portland and Boston, at 11.15 A.
M., connecting at Bruuswick with the Androscoggin
Kail road for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and

|

bv the

ELEANOR

Free.
I'er ton Soft.1

tb'‘foreign

GOODS,

EOR SALE AT BURLEIGH'S.

be sold very

At a Court ok Probate held at Portland, within
and lor the County ot Cumberland, ou the tiist
Tuesday of October, in the year ol ourLord eighteen hundred and sixtv-two,
ALLEN. Executrix of the last Will
and Testament ot Josiah Alien, late ofCiav.in
said County, deceased, having presented her first account of administration of said estate ibrprobate:
It Wfin Ordered, That the said Executrix give notice
lo all persons inteiested, by
causing notice to be published three week* successively in the Maine State
Press, printed at Portland, that thev rnav appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Portlai d, on the
(irst nesdav of November next, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be allowed.
WILLIAM O. BARROWS, Judge.
A true copy, attest:
w3wl7*
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.

fhity

Herring 8 1.
Mackerel 82, Salmon 83;

!

\

Insolvency.

j

Lead.10^

—

Of

j

sHV Al I

|

^

Duty

It

Commissioners to receive ami examine the claims of
the cieditors to the estate of Daniel W. Anthoine,
late of Windham, in said County, deceased, hereby
! give notice that six months from the 7th clay of October, A. D. 18fi2, will he allowed to said cieditors for
bringing in their c aims at d proving their debts, and
i that they will attend lor the put pose of receiving
such claims aid pi oof at the dwelling house of Elbadge Say wood, in Windham, on the last Thuisday
ol October, November, December.and January,iioin
one till four o’c'ock in the afternoon.
SEW A HD M. BAKER.
ICouimisJ AMES GO WEN IIANSON,
sinners.
Windham, Oct. 7, 18d2.
w3wl7*

..

Pork lc.
Lard, Bacon and Hams
Butter
and
2c,
Cheese 4c
p lb.
Mi’go Metis Beef.812 £14
'ortland do.
12) a 13
*’tPd ext. do.
14 ^144
*ork, extra clear Id) m if
*ork, clear.15* a Id
’ork, mess. 1314
’ork, extra do
13) <1144

!

dtnovo

Notice of IiiKolvenry.

3j

i

WHITMORE,

AKDEItSOK,jCom,ni,sione"'

*•

a

W \l

Bath. Oct. 10, 18«2.

l*a ini*.
On White L< ad dry
ground in oil and Red
Lead S2 40 p 1U0 lbs.
Savauvilla Hh 2
Litharge 24c, Oxide oj
H pernic
Zinc 2jc p lb, Prussian
4; o 5
Logwood,
Blue, Permit ion, Chrome
<
Yellow, Yenetian Bed25,
atnjicachr.2
St. Domingo.1;ct 2
Spanish Brown dry 211,
Extract Logwood 11 ,a!2
iw oil 3d pc ad ral., YelNic
low and other Ochres 50c
Wood.
*•
l'each
.3| a 41 p 100 lbs, Paris White
lied
GUC, in oil SI 50,
.3j«
dry
**
.2 a
Sapan
Whiting 50c p 100 tbs.
quercitron Bark.. 24,a 2J P'tl’d Lead, in oii.fc9^®
Hed Sanders. 3 a 6 Lewis Lead,
10
DurU,
Boston Lead, "
9$.®
French Zinc,
Duty 30 pc ad ral.
l(k«10)
Yiner. Zinc,
Havens.^tc'S)
liochclie Yellow.
Portland, No. 3. So a
3
3|
No. 10. 52 ®
Lug. Ven. lied-3 («. 3)
Navv, S’r, No. 3 79
Litharge.KXg,
No. 10. 51
lied

Russia.25
Fiato*

i

CLOTHING,

mmliratiuii not forth

or

12 07.00 a/
Pent Hera.
30
Duty
pc ail ral.
Live C»eese p lb 50 {655

103 Aliddle Street.

Pursuant to the foiegoing Warrant to me directs,
1 hereby notify the holders of bonds mentioned and
releried to in the foregoing application aid warrant. to meet at the depot in Brunswick aforesaid, on
Wednesday, the fifth day of November next, at ten
of the dock in the forenoon, for the purposes in said

Duty:

Tent Duck,
L’. S. 10 oz.60 @
"

BLIVLEIGIVS,

MILITARY

April 14/A, 18C2.

On Monday trains leave Augusta at 5.30 A. M., and
Bath at 0.30 A. 31., for Portland, conuectiug with the
8.45 A. M. train for Lowell and Boston.
Leave Portland on Saturdays, at 8.15 P. M., on arrival of train from Boston, tor Bath and
Augusta.

BURLEIGH’S,

p bbl.2g
P bush.8o«85c

Bar wood.Ifq)
Brazil Wood.13 a

AT

Commenced

Monday Morning

GREAT EXCITEMENT

Till*,

...

Camwood.4\a 4’
Fustic, Cuba. 2 n 2]

-O-

STATE OF MAINE.
Cumberland, ss.—To Win. 1). Sc wall,above-named,
The largest and best selected stock of
oi Bath, in the County of Sagadahoc, Esquiic:
foregoing application having been piesented
to me, toques i.ig me to issue a nanaiit diiected
READY-MADE
to one ot sai<l applicants, to call a meeting of the
bond-ho’deis theiein mentioned, said application is
-A7CDhcicbv mad< a part ol this waiiaut. and you are directed to notify a meeting ol the bond-holdeis thereGentlemen’s Furnishing Goods,
in mentioned, at the time, and tor the purposes, and
at the place, therein set forth, bv publishi ig a notice
-Ever offered in Maine, can be obtained atof said meeting, seven day s at least before the time
of bolding tbe same, in each of the following news- j
napers, viz: the Portland Daily Press, published at
Poitland.in the County of Cuiiibeiland, the Sentinel 1
and Times, published at Bath, in the County of SagaAll of which will be sold so as to warrant entire satdahoc. and the Kennebec Journa1, published at Augusta, in tbe County of Kennebec.
isfaction to the purchaser.
Liven under tin band at Brunswick, in the County
of Cumberland, this tenth day of October, A. D lSi2.
WM. L. BARllOWs, Justice ot the 1 eace.

—

Free.

M.

October 9, 1802.

Par(foieignjp

Dfrwooiiii.

ETHER 8HEFLEY,
WM. D. SKWALL,

A Remarkable Case of

Farmington.

Latest from Headquarters !

by

«

Duty

NEW RECRUITS WANTED!

ment

••

BLL\D\i>«i
Dli. II. J. ItOV

STATE OF MAINE.

</12J

Barrel, p lb.IlfftllA
Mould p tb.. 13c'a 13] Kegs, p lb .UgllJcJll]
Lrollirr*
Spenn .28 ,a.3o
i hrene.
Duty 3«) 4>e ad rat.
lb.
New
4c
York, light. .21 o23c
Duty
p
Vermont p lb.9] a. 11 do. ind. wts.. 24 tv20

Lehigh..8] a)

FOREVER!

PRINTING.

MEDICAL._

KKMN EII KC AND PORTLAN D It. R.

RALLY TO THE FLAG!

LEGAL NOTICES.

p lb

Foreign Fig.9W

RAILROADS.
RUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

9j(al0
Sheathing.90\dj

••

ltelined..3^
Swede.51^152
Norway.5t«

a

UNION

mar.3|L<X

duction or growth.
Duty Pig and Stamp $6,
A "he*.
liar not exceeding $60 p
fan value $17 p ton, exDuty 10 pc ad vat.
Pearl p tb.5>g 6} ceeding $50
tan 518,
l’ot.6 'yg 7
less than jinch thick nr
A p|kle».
more than 7 inches wide,
(j reeu i/ bbl.SI f"g 1 i
rounds /ess than A inch
Sliced p lb.6 g <>o or snore than 4 inches in
C'oreu p lb.4 ® 5
diameter, and sqwtres
L' 11 co red p lb.2 g 3
less than A inch or more
Itrni
than l inches square ¥20,
3>
/lai/road £12 50, Hotter
Pc.
Duty:
Pilot p 100 tb*. S51 (g 53
aud Plate £25 p ton,
Sheet 2 a 2]c p fb and
Ship.4* (a)
Crackers per bbl.. 3u j 3,;
53o,5 V> ton‘
Crackers, p 100. .35 g40c Common.3}@
Butter.
Duty 4c p lb.
Family %> lb.18 ®Zlc
6>
Store.14 v«;15 Cast Steel.18 a 19
Hetman Steel_12^a
Bn* n «•
12J
Marrow p bu*li®2 25g250 English Blis.Steel.15 V«15J
l'ea.2 25g.2 75 Spring.8 itt 9
Blue Pod.2 12g2 37 Sheet Iron. Engl. .5]a 52
C:» mile*.
Sheet 1 ron, ltussia 10 r«18
Duty: Sperm and IPa.rSc, do It us im't.. ll£
Stmrine 5c, Tallow 2]c
hnrd.

Whiteash.81

MSCELL A NEOUS.

unmanufac-

row.

pro-

!

•'

Expressly corrected lor the I’iiksb to October 22.
An additional duty of
llop*.
10 t*c is faded on all liter- bitty: 6c \> lb.
channine not imported rfi-'Kiret Sort, 1802.. .14 @15
ri c<

Soft.

ket

Square.__MORRISON

Freewill Baplisi Mission

!

ANNNAL MEETING of the Freewill Raptint Foreign Mission .Society will be he'd at the
THE
Freewill
>n

|

A CO'S.

Society.

Baptist Meeting House, in South
Wednesday, the 22«1 insf., at one o’clock

Berwick,
P. M.

D P. HARRIMAN. Recording Secretary.
October 7—law3w

